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Abstract
Gas bubbles smaller than 1 micrometre in water, commonly referred to as
nanobubbles, is a growing field of research and innovation. Applications range
from medical imaging and drug delivery to mining industry and environmental
remediation. Despite much activity, important questions remain – which are the
mechanisms that allow small gas bubbles to be stable against dissolution and
are stable nanobubbles really as common and easily generated as is often
claimed?
This work demonstrates that several common nanobubble generation methods
can generate particle agglomerates or oil droplets which can be mistaken for
bubbles, whereas stable nano- and microbubbles are less easy to generate than
commonly believed. The results further suggest that stable bubbles are
normally stable due to a shell of surface-active organic compounds, whereas
other proposed stability mechanisms are less likely. An unexpected finding was
that sorbitan surfactant stabilized air nanobubbles can form long-lived bubble
agglomerates.
Holographic Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (H-NTA) is demonstrated as a
powerful new method to detect and differentiate between bubbles and particles
in the same dispersion. As H-NTA determines the refractive index of tracked
objects, bubbles will differ very significantly from solid particles or oil
droplets. The method also enables detection of different populations of
particles, agglomerates and oil droplets in the same dispersion.

Keywords: nanobubbles, microbubbles, ultrafine bubbles, nanoparticle
tracking analysis, digital holographic microscopy
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1 Introduction
Micro- and nanobubbles in water is a rapidly growing research topic. The
interest is fuelled mostly by the many existing and potential technical and
medical applications and there is plenty of industrial innovation activity in this
field. Microbubbles (fine bubbles) are used since many years as contrast agent
in medical ultrasound imaging1 and are now being explored also as a drug
delivery vehicle. Industrially, microbubbles are used in water purification2 and
for separation processes in the mining industry3. In recent years, a large number
of small innovation companies have developed different ways to generate
smaller bubbles (ultrafine or nanobubbles) and explored new areas of use.
Nanobubble technology has been applied in cleaning4, fish farms and
agriculture5, environmental remediation6, disinfection7 and more. The
possibilities seem endless and the future bright. However, the understanding of
the properties of nanobubbles remains limited and sometimes there is even
reason to doubt scientific reports as well as commercial claims.
Besides artificially generated bubbles, small gas bubbles do already exist in
water naturally. These bubbles affect common phenomena such as cavitation
and boiling. The existence of small gas bubbles in water has been known for a
long time, in older literature these are referred to as “cavitation nuclei”. Water
without any such “nuclei” behave considerably different from normal water in
that formation of larger, macroscopic bubbles is considerably more difficult
when gaseous “nuclei” are not present. Therefore, nuclei-free water can be
heated to considerably higher temperatures than 100°C before bursting into a
boil.
Another role which bubbles play in nature is in the gas exchange between the
atmosphere and the ocean. Bubbles, small and large, have a large impact on the
dissolution of atmospheric gases, including CO2 in sea water and need therefore
to be taken into account in research on climate and ocean acidification8.
Recently, nanobubbles were suggested to be of vital importance in the life of
trees9. The theory is that air released by the extreme sub-pressures in tree sap
forms nanobubbles rather than macroscopic bubbles which would block the
flow. As bubbles are present everywhere, they may play many more roles in
nature which we are presently not aware of. Understanding nature thus provides
a second motivation for the study of very small bubbles.
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Whereas many technical designs for “bubble generators” have been developed,
there is still a fundamental lack of knowledge about the bubbles themselves and
what factors are necessary for their stability. Theoretically, a very small air
bubble in water should dissolve almost instantly, but something often stabilizes
them for hours and days. This thesis is partially a search for this “something”.
Furthermore, the study of bubbles smaller than 1 µm faces some difficulties
due to that detection and measurement of these bubbles is not entirely
straightforward. Several commonly used methods for detection of particles in
liquids cannot differentiate between particles, bubbles and droplets. Many
methods have been suggested to differentiate between bubbles and particles,
some of these have been explored in this work.
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2 Historical and technical background
2.1 Overview
With improved light scattering instruments, many researchers discovered
unexpected submicron particles in various aqueous solutions during the late 90s
and early 2000s10-13. Such particles were sometimes interpreted as “solute
clusters”, loose aggregates of dissolved substances. Sometimes they were
interpreted as “nanobubbles” of air. These interpretations were probably not
always correct in either case. At the same time, Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) became better and more affordable and scientists discovered submicron
particles on hydrophobic surfaces in water, which were also interpreted as
bubbles of air14, 15. Free floating “bulk nanobubbles” and interfacial- or surface
nanobubbles initially progressed as two rather separate research areas. Surface
nanobubbles initially received much more attention as they were easy to
generate repeatably and to study with AFM, and probably also since the
existence of bulk nanobubbles was more questioned. As early papers on
“nanobubbles” rarely reference older literature on “cavitation nuclei”, there
seem to have been a common unawareness of it.
The new discovery of nanobubbles fuelled plenty of innovation activity both
inside and outside academia. Soon several nanobubble generators were
available on the market and new applications were explored by enthusiastic
entrepreneurs. Much of this innovation activity took and takes place in Japan,
where the Fine Bubble Industry Association (FBIA) was formed in 2012 and
as of today has 80 corporate members16. FBIA has initiated a comprehensive
standardization work in the International Standardization Organization (ISO).
One of the results from the work within ISO Technical committee 281 is a
recommendation that the term “nanobubble” for bubbles smaller than 1 micron
be replaced with “ultrafine bubble” as the term “nano” is generally
recommended to be used for objects smaller than 100nm. For bubbles in the
range 1 to 100 micron, the term ”fine bubble” is recommended. In scientific
literature the terms nanobubble and microbubble are however still very
common, and therefore used in this thesis. The term micro-nanobubbles is also
used, meaning a mixture of micro- and nanobubbles which is often the output
of commercial bubble generators.
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2.2 Cavitation and boiling
Although it may seem like nanobubbles were discovered in the 1990ies, there
have been strong indications of their existence much earlier. Cavitation is a
phenomena where locally low pressure in water causes a vapor cavity to appear,
expand and collapse. Cavitation can occur around propellers or in pumps and
cause erosion of metallic materials when the bubble collapse takes place at the
surface. Cavitation on ship propellers was discovered in the late 1800s,
although the problem had been noticed in rotating machinery much earlier17. It
was later found that cavitation in very pure water requires orders of magnitude
greater sub-pressures to occur, compared to “normal” water18, 19. It can also be
shown theoretically that the tensile strength of pure water is considerably
higher than what is observed in “normal” water. By normal water is here meant
for example tap water or any fresh water that has not been highly purified.
Apparently, there is some kind of “cavitation nuclei” in normal water that
facilitates cavitation. Harvey suggested that gas pockets reside in crevices in
suspended particles and on surfaces20. Fox and Herzfield suggested in 1954 that
microscopic air bubbles stabilised by an organic skin may act as a cavitation
nuclei21.
Early work with water tunnels (the equivalent of wind tunnels) found that
cavitation nuclei rapidly accumulated due to cavitation and were recirculated
to the tunnel entrance. A solution was found where a long return pipe at
elevated pressure forced most of the “nuclei” to dissolve. Secondly, a deaerator
reduced the air saturation to 20-50% in the water22. Many experiments in this
field have shown that nuclei are often spherical and in the range of a few
microns to a few hundred microns17, but without determining their exact nature.
Already in the 1960ies several researchers showed that the presence of a small
concentration of organic substances in water influenced the cavitation
threshold23, which indicates that the nuclei are bubbles which are stabilized by
organic surface active compounds. Also very recent studies in water tunnels24,
25
suggest that nuclei responsible for hydrodynamic cavitation are made out of
microbubbles in the 1-100µm range. The concentration varies over several
orders of magnitude between different water tunnels, and is typically at or
below 1/ml. In the case of hydrodynamic cavitation, i.e. cavitation in streaming
water, the sub-pressures are relatively low, and therefore comparably large
nuclei are required for cavitation to occur. It should be mentioned that
hydrodynamic cavitation also can be nucleated by gaseous nuclei on surfaces,
in particular hydrophobic surfaces.
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Cavitation can also be induced by exposing water to ultrasound or mechanical
pressure pulses. In this case higher sub pressures can be achieved and thus
smaller gaseous nuclei are active. It has been experimentally shown that
particles, carrying gas bubbles, can act as cavitation nuclei26-28 in acoustic
cavitation. Pressurization and degassing have been showed to inactivate such
nuclei, and they are also depleted by cavitation events. This makes it obvious
that the nuclei comprise gas bubbles in some form. In a recent study28 on
acoustic cavitation in particle dispersions, nuclei were found to spontaneously
regenerate in about 10 min, which was assumed to be due to gas adsorption on
the particles.
An early interesting finding was that cosmic radiation appears to generate
stable cavitation nuclei. It had already been shown that a superheated liquid
was sensitive to cosmic radiation and neutron sources29. Superheated ether was
shown to burst into boiling faster in presence of a neutron source, and boiling
was also shown to be triggered by cosmic radiation. This effect was soon put
into use in “bubble chambers” for detection of high energy particles which
generate a trace of macroscopic bubbles along their trajectory in liquified gas.
Later, water was shown to be more resistant to sonically induced cavitation
when shielded against neutron radiation30, something which has been
confirmed by several authors31, 32 and shown in other liquids31, 33. The cavitation
nuclei generated by neutron radiation appeared to have a half-time of about 70
minutes30. Interestingly enough, neutron radiation has also been shown to affect
the bubble-mediated long range hydrophobic attraction34 (see also chapter 3.6).
The main mechanism is believed to be that neutrons collide with oxygen nuclei,
which in their turn release energy locally as they slow down, causing local
heating. In addition, neutrons themselves generate gamma- and alfa radiation
along their path which both generate local heating and dissociation of water
molecules (radiolysis) into hydrogen and oxygen.
Like cavitation, boiling is also affected by the presence of microscopic gas
bubbles which are needed as nuclei for macroscopic vapor bubble formation. It
was shown already more than 200 years ago that degassed water could be
superheated considerably above 100°C before boiling, and the search for the
“true” boiling point of water became a popular research subject at the time35.
The surface material and cleanliness of the vessel was shown to be important,
in addition to dissolved gas concentration. Very high superheating was
achieved for water droplets suspended in oil. Boiling temperatures as high as
200°C have been reported19, 35. Superheating is fairly easy to achieve with pure
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water and a microwave oven, since microwaves heats the water more uniformly
than other common heating methods as well as enables the use of vessels with
clean and smooth surfaces. Numerous accidents have been reported due to this
phenomenon, as the superheated water can violently erupt once boiling starts.

2.3 Decompression sickness
A phenomenon similar to cavitation is the formation of air bubbles due to
decompression. (The term cavitation is usually reserved for formation of vapor
bubbles, rather than gas bubbles, although both phenomena may occur in
conjunction.) This phenomenon can cause decompression sickness, also known
as divers’ disease, and is due to formation of gas bubbles in the body when
traveling from a high pressure to a lower pressure environment. Bubbles can
form at different places in the body and many different symptoms can therefore
arise. Most common is joint pain, which is not unexpected since the joints are
known to contain gas bubbles and thus nuclei for formation of larger bubbles.
In the most serious cases, bubbles are released in the spinal cord and in the
blood stream, leading to paralysis or death.
The gas supersaturation attainable in human blood is far too low for
spontaneous bubble nucleation to occur. Pre-existing nuclei must be present36.
Pressure treatment can destroy nuclei, which was proven in vivo on shrimp as
well as rats. Exposure to high pressures before a decompression greatly reduced
the number of bubbles formed and the incidence of decompression sickness.
Bubble formation is believed not to take place in the cells or in the blood, but
rather in places where gas is already regularly observed and where symptoms
of decompression sickness are most common, namely the joints, including the
spine36. Further evidence of this is that more bubbles seem to be generated
when a suffering animal or person is moving. Arielli37 did however observe
bubble nucleation at the surface of blood vessels in water upon decompression
and concluded that nucleation takes place from nuclei on hydrophobic surfaces.
Guidelines and tables for divers to avoid decompression sickness are based on
empirical experience and animal testing. In later studies, bubble formation in
Agarose gels was used as a model system, providing some interesting
insights38-41. Just like in cavitation in water, bubble formation was found to
depend on the presence of small gaseous nuclei. By filtering the distilled water
used to prepare the gels through filters of different pore sizes, it could be
concluded that the nuclei had a size from 1 µm down to less than 0.2 µm42. The
number density appeared to increase with decreasing radius.
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2.4 Contrast agents
Due to the ability of bubbles to resonate with high frequency sound, they absorb
and scatter ultrasound very strongly. In the late 1960s, researchers working
with ultrasound imaging noticed a strong contrast enhancement when certain
solutions where injected into the blood stream. It was soon found that this was
due to formation of microbubbles43, 44. The first commercial product appeared
on the market in 1990 and was soon followed by several others45, 46. Early
products were based on generation of air bubbles and had a very short half-life.
Eventually air was replaced by fluorinated gases with very low water solubility.
As these gases diffuse into the water much more slowly due to their limited
solubility, this improved the half-life considerably. Other improvements for
enhanced stability were the introduction of bubble shells of lipids, proteins and
polymers. Microbubble contrast agents typically have a size distribution of 1-7
µm. In more recent research, microfluidic techniques have been explored for
production of microbubbles as well as nanobubbles. One advantage of using
smaller nanobubbles is that they can penetrate into tissue that microbubbles can
not47-49. There is also great interest in the use of bubbles as a combined contrast
agent and therapeutic agent / drug delivery vehicle49, 50. Several new types of
contrast agents have also appeared in recent years, such as phase-change
droplets and solid cavitation nucleating particles51. It should be stressed that
compared to industrial nanobubbles, contrast agent/therapeutic bubbles is a
very large research field with many published papers of high quality.

2.5 Flotation processes
Froth flotation is a very important process in the mining industry3. The process
separates hydrophobic particles from hydrophilic particles based on the fact
that hydrophobic particles adsorb on air bubbles which rise to the surface and
create a froth. The process requires the material to be separated to be ground to
a particle size of 0.1mm or less. Mined material (ore) is typically a mixture of
different minerals and flotation is a powerful method to separate them. When
the desired mineral is not naturally hydrophobic, chemicals are added which
selectively adsorb to the mineral of interest and render it hydrophobic. In recent
years, the use of nanobubbles in addition to regular larger bubbles has been
explored52-66. The results indicate that enhanced flotation efficiency is possible.
Dissolved Air Flotation (DAF) is a different flotation technique which is
commonly used for purification for drinking water and waste water2, 67. DAF is
used to remove all solids from water whereas froth flotation is normally used
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to separate different types of solids from each other. Whereas in froth flotation
air is diffused directly into water, generating comparably large bubbles
(>1mm), air is in DAF dissolved in water under pressure and bubbles of smaller
size (<0.2 mm) are generated by depressurization and cavitation.
When applying nanobubbles in froth flotation, the mechanism has been
suggested to be that bulk nanobubbles adsorb to and coat the surface of
hydrophobic particles, which enhances their adsorption to larger bubbles.
However, it may instead be that the nanobubble generation techniques used
instead nucleate surface nanobubbles directly on the particles.
Adsorption of nanobubbles to hydrophobic particles can also be utilized in
cleaning applications4. Adsorbed bubbles are in this case believed to keep dirt
particles dispersed in solution, in a similar way as surfactants work.
Commercial applications exist, such as washing machines or floor cleaning
machines with integrated bubble generators, but cleaning with micro- and
nanobubbles is a technology still in its infancy.

2.6 Agriculture, aquaculture and environmental remediation
Micro- and nanobubbles have successfully been used in agriculture68, fish
farming5, in environmental remediation of soil and bottom sediments6, and
more63. In these applications, bubbles of pure oxygen are often used in addition
to air bubbles, and the positive effects are probably to a large extent an effect
of increased oxygen concentration in the water. It is claimed that micro- and
nanobubbles due to their small size and long life have the ability to penetrate
deep into bottom sediments and deliver oxygen, achieving results that
conventional aeration techniques do not. In addition to bulk nanobubbles,
bubble on surfaces and in pores of particles have been demonstrated for
remediation of oxygen deficient sediments6, 69, 70.
In addition to increased oxygen concentration, elevated concentrations of
Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) have also been detected in “nanobubble
water”7, 71. ROS is most probably generated due to cavitation during the bubble
production72. (ROS generation from collapse of stable nanobubbles has
however been recently reported73.) A collapsing cavitation bubble generates
extreme pressures and temperatures which can enhance many chemical
reactions, for example the production of ROS. The term ROS includes among
others hydrogen peroxide, hydroxide radicals (OH×) and superoxide radicals
(O2×-). Through their oxidizing action these substances are harmful to living
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organisms and can therefore work as disinfectants. However, at very low
concentrations ROS actually stimulate cell growth and division and can
therefore be beneficial74. Beneficial effects of nanobubbles in agriculture and
aquaculture can thus be both due to increased oxygen levels and the generation
of ROS. The ROS can stimulate growth of fish or plants at low concentrations
as well as function as disinfectants at higher concentrations. At higher
concentrations ROS can also be harmful to plants and animals, and harmful
effects of nanobubble water have indeed been reported in some cases7.

9
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3 Theoretical background of nanobubbles
3.1 Gas diffusion
In a frequently quoted paper from 1950, Epstein and Plesset75 calculated the
expected life time of small air bubbles in water with the help of diffusion
theory. The two driving forces for diffusion to or from a bubble are the
saturation of gas in the water and the Laplace pressure. Laplace pressure is the
pressure difference between the inside and outside of a gas bubble due to the
surface curvature and the surface tension. The surface tension acts to pull the
surface together, to decrease it, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This generates a force
acting in parallel with the surface. When the surface is curved around an air
bubble this will generate a net force acting towards the bubble. The internal
pressure of the bubble generates an opposing force, balancing the force from
the surface tension and the external pressure. The internal pressure of a bubble
is thus the Laplace pressure plus the external pressure.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the pressure difference over a curved gas-water interface, caused by the
surface tension, 𝛾. r is the radius of curvature. Pext is the external pressure in the liquid.

If an air –water interface is clean and does not have any surfactants adsorbed,
the surface tension is very high (72 N/cm). If there is no surface tension at the
air-water interface, a bubble will shrink when the water is undersaturated with
air and grow if it is oversaturated. However, a small air bubble with a high
surface tension will have a very high Laplace pressure which will force air to
diffuse from the bubble into the water even at moderate oversaturation, as can
be seen in Fig. 2. For a clean air bubble with 1µm diameter, the Laplace
pressure will be high enough (2.9 bar) to drive dissolution at up to more than
150% saturation. Saturations up to about 150% are commonly occurring in
natural waters or tap water76.
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Fig 2. Rate of change in radius (R) due to diffusion for a clean air bubble in water, with a
surface tension of 72 N/cm and at 293 K. Calculated from eq (15) in (77). A negative value
means a shrinking bubble, a positive value means a growing bubble.

Fig 3. Blue line: Time for complete dissolution of an air bubble in water with 100% air
saturation, a surface tension of 72 N/cm and at 293 K. Calculated from eq (17) in (77). Orange
line: Laplace pressure under the same conditions. Both axes are logarithmic.

Epstein-Plesset made several simplifications in their analysis, and more
detailed models have later been developed by others but their predictions have
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been experimentally confirmed with rather high accuracy (+-8% for dissolution
times)77. Epstein-Plesset assumed the bubble to be stationary, i.e. that there is
no effect from movement through the liquid. They also neglected any
convection resulting from the movement of the interface due to the shrinking
of the bubble. They furthermore assumed that the bubble is alone in a large
volume, no other bubbles in the vicinity prevents diffusion. And importantly,
air was assumed to diffuse freely across a clean air-water interface, with no
diffusion barrier at the interface. This last assumption was never clearly stated
by Epstein-Plesset, it was just taken for granted. However, this may not always
be the case, and this may be of importance for the stability of small bubbles.

3.2 Surface chemistry
From a surface chemical perspective, a micro-/nanobubble dispersion can be
seen as colloidal particles as well as a very dilute air-in-water emulsion.
3.2.1 Colloidal stability
A simple, yet useful, model for colloid stability is the DLVO theory, named
after its four originators78. According to DLVO theory, two colloids are
mutually repulsed by electrostatic forces, but attracted by van der Waals forces,
and the balance between the two determine the stability of a colloidal
dispersion. Van der Waals forces act on shorter distance than electrostatic
repulsion and their strength depends on the properties of the colloidal material.
The Hamaker constant for a material gives an estimate of the van der Waals
force, and is relatively low for organic compounds, compared to many minerals
and metals. There are also other material constants related to the van der Waals
forces.
Surfaces in water acquire a charge either by ionization of surface groups (e.g.
COOH ® COO- + H+) or by adsorption of ions from the solution79. In either
case an electric double layer develops, with an inner, denser, layer of charges
and an outer, more diffuse layer of ions of opposite charge. When the colloid
moves through the solution, there will be a shear plane in the outer layer, ions
outside this plane will not follow the colloid. Experimentally, the effective
charge at this shear plane can be measured in the form of a zeta potential [mV],
commonly by measuring the speed of colloids induced by an electric field. The
zeta potential is strongly affected by pH and by the ionic strength of the
solution. Generally, the Zeta potential is negative at high pH and positive at
low pH. The isoelectric point, the pH where the zeta potential is neutral,
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depends on the colloidal material and can vary widely. An elevated ion
concentration will cause the double layer to decrease in thickness and the zeta
potential to drop to close to zero. In practice, this is the reason why salt water
is generally more clear compared to fresh water in nature. As a rule of thumb,
colloidal dispersions with a zeta potential within ±30mV are unstable, whereas
higher zeta potentials provide stability. When colloids are stabilized by charge,
it is not a direct electrostatic repulsion which prevents colloids from
agglomerating. It is rather an osmotic effect, when two colloids approach and
the concentration of ions between them increase, water will diffuse into the
space to dilute the ions.
In addition to DLVO theory, steric stabilization is an important mechanism.
Steric stabilization is due to water soluble polymer chains sticking out from the
colloid surface. When two colloids approach, the concentration of polymer
chains increases between them and the entropy of the chains decreases. Due to
these osmotic and entropic driving forces, water will diffuse into the space
between the colloids. Steric stabilization allows colloids to be stable also at
high ionic strength.
Hydrophobic attraction can cause rapid agglomeration of particles, and is
practically utilized in flotation processes where hydrophobic particles attach to
hydrophobic gas bubbles. Hydrophobic attraction on the molecular level is
caused by the thermodynamic energy penalty for solvating hydrophobic
molecules in water, and is thus caused by the water expelling the hydrophobic
molecules rather than the hydrophobic molecules being attracted to each other.
Hydrophobic attraction drives for example protein folding and micelle
formation, in which cases the molecules are partly hydrophobic and partly
hydrophilic. Hydrophobic attraction between larger surfaces and over greater
distances is, at least partially, mediated by dissolved gases and nanobubbles,
something which is discussed further in chapter 3.7.
3.2.2 Emulsion stability
Emulsion of oil-in-water (o/w) and water-in-oil (w/o) have been extensively
studied and are of importance in applications ranging from oil excavation to
food and cosmetics. Normally in these applications, the percentage of dispersed
phase is high, whereas in the case of nano- and microbubbles (air-in-water
emulsions) the volume fraction of dispersed air is low. Emulsions can be either
thermodynamically stable (microemulsions) or kinetically stable. In the former
case, the emulsion structure is very fine and there is a high concentration of
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surfactants. In the latter case there is a thermodynamic driving force for
separation, but it takes extremely long time for separation to occur. It seems
safe to assume that air-in water emulsions can only be kinetically stable. There
are two destabilization mechanisms specific to emulsions, coalescence and
Ostwald ripening.
Coalescence is the merging of two droplets into a larger one. Once the droplets
have become large enough gravity will separate them by sedimentation or
buoyancy. Coalescence is prevented by avoiding the interfaces to get into full
contact, e.g. by electrostatic or steric stabilization. Local viscosity is also
important in this respect. Once there is a rupture in the film separating the two
droplets, coalescence will occur.
Ostwald ripening is due to the Laplace pressure (see chapter 3.1) of e.g. small
oil droplets in water. Since the Laplace pressure is higher in smaller droplets,
these will have a higher driving force to dissolve, and the larger ones will grow
due to the increased supersaturation of oil. This phenomenon require that the
oil has a slight solubility in water, which is the case also for air. In the case of
submicron air bubbles, the driving force for dissolution is strong, also at lower
surface tensions than 72 mN/m.
Whereas o/w and w/o emulsions are most commonly stabilized by surfactants,
they can also be stabilized by adsorbed particles through steric hindrance, this
is referred to as a Pickering emulsion after one of the pioneers in the field.
Particles with 10 -100 times smaller diameter than the emulsion droplets are
normally used78. The particles need to be partially wetted by both phases.
Pickering emulsions can be very stable, when the interfacial tension is high,
thanks to the high energy required to remove an adsorbed particle from the
interface. With low interfacial tension less energy is required to form the
Pickering emulsion, but the particles are also desorbed more easily which
results in lower stability80.
3.2.3 Surface chemistry and bubble stability
As was mentioned in chapter 2.1, surfactant stabilized bubbles – functioning as
cavitation nuclei in water – were proposed by Fox and Herzfeld in 1954. They
suggested that the main stabilizing effect of adsorbed surfactants would be to
slow down diffusion of gas, whereas the decrease in surface tension and thus
Laplace pressure would be very moderate.
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Later, Yount40, 81 suggested a model for stable micro- and nanobubbles with a
surfactant layer of variable permeability. In this model, the skin of adsorbed
surfactants would normally be permeable to gas diffusion, but at rapid
compression the skin would become almost impermeable. Furthermore, this
model suggests that the surface tension is close to zero due to the very dense
packing of surfactant molecules that can be achieved on a curved surface.
Yount’s experiments did indicate that invisible cavitation nuclei stabilized after
a rapid increase of the external pressure, but the evidence is indirect as the
nuclei themselves were not detected, only the resulting macroscopic bubbles
after decompression. In support of these claims, others have shown that a rapid
compression of a monolayer of lung surfactant would stabilize it
considerably82. It has also been found that in production of phospholipid
stabilized contrast agent microbubbles, the freshly formed bubbles shrink 2.5
times in diameter before stabilizing, something which will be further discussed
below.
The properties of surfactants are often studied in Langmuir troughs, where a
monolayer of surfactant is formed on a plane water surface. The monolayer is
gradually compressed by a movable barrier and the pressure required for
compression is measured. A poorly water-soluble surfactant will stay at the
surface until the monolayer mechanically collapses, whereas a water-soluble
surfactant will gently dissolve from the surface as the pressure increases. The
surface tension can be determined by subtracting the measured surface pressure
from the surface tension of the air/water interface without surfactant
(72mN/m). The surface pressure is defined as 𝜋 = 𝛾% − 𝛾 , where 𝛾% is the
surface tension of the solution without surfactant and 𝛾 the surface tension of
the surfactant monolayer.
A surfactant monolayer can exist in different 2-dimensional phases83, 84, just
like 3-dimensional materials can exist in different phases (gas, liquid, solid).
When a monolayer of surfactant is compressed in a Langmuir trough, it will
transition from one phase to another and this can often be seen as a stepwise
jump in surface tension/surface pressure. For historical reasons the phases of a
monolayer are usually denoted gas, liquid-expanded, liquid-condensed and
solid, although other nomenclatures have also been used. Kaganer and coworkers suggested that the term liquid-condensed be abandoned84 and only the
term condensed should be used for liquid-condensed and solid-condensed.
Instead the two condensed phases could be designated tilted-condensed and
untilted-condensed, which would more accurately reflect their nature. In the
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condensed states the surfactant tails are aligned and organized, whereas in the
liquid-expanded state they are more disordered.
The condensed states require that the interface is supersaturated with surfactant
molecules85. Several phases may coexist in a monolayer, condensed “islands”
which float in a “sea” of the liquid-expanded phase may form and gradually
expand upon compression until the whole layer is condensed. To reach the
lowest possible surface tension, the surfactant layer has to be in a condensed
state. Surfactant stabilized microbubbles have been observed to shrink in size
by a factor of around 2.5 before stabilizing. This factor corresponds to what is
expected for a transition from expanded to condensed state86.
Common water-soluble surfactants will not reach near zero surface tension on
a Langmuir trough, typically not below 20 mN/m. Water insoluble double-tail
surfactants, such as phospholipids which constitute a large part of cell
membranes and which are used to stabilize contrast agent microbubbles, can
however pack very densely on a plane interface and reach close to zero surface
tension87. Not only can zero surface tension be reached, but even negative
surface tension has been suggested for an air bubble under high external
pressure88, 89. Insoluble single-tail surfactants such as the Spans used in paper
II and IV have been reported to reach a condensed state with close to zero
surface tension on a Langmuir trough90. In the same report, mixtures of
insoluble Span and soluble Tween failed to reach such low surface tension,
although the same mixtures were shown to generate stable micro/nanobubbles. However, when the solution had been sonicated to generate
bubbles, it had near zero surface tension as measured in the Langmuir trough.
Apparently, the sonication caused structural changes in the surfactant
dispersion.
It had been suggested that the curvature of small bubbles enables surfactants to
pack more densely and reach lower surface tension. However, for bubbles ³100
nm in diameter, the curvature is not very high compared to the size of the
surfactant molecules.
In lipid/surfactant compositions for contrast agents, the water-soluble
emulsifier, which typically makes out 10-20% of the composition, have been
observed to be squeezed out of the monolayer under compression91-93. The
interface is then enriched in the less water-soluble components.
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Mechanical collapse is observed in Langmuir troughs, and it has also been
reported for bubbles stabilized by phospholipids85 and fluorinated surfactant94,
undergoing shrinkage from 10-20 to 1-2 µm. When reaching 1-2 µm, bubbles
appear to be more stable, as they are simply too small for wrinkles to be able
to form.
When the surface tension is zero, the shape of a bubble is not necessarily
spherical, as there is no internal Laplace pressure that generates a spherical
shape. Stable microbubbles which are non-spherical have also been
microscopically imaged in several cases95.
Surface tension close to zero can give bubbles stability in gas oversaturated
solutions, but not in undersaturated. The surfactant layer therefore needs to also
make out a barrier against gas diffusion. Also, as long as there is any residual
surface tension, diffusion prevention is needed for stability. Common watersoluble surfactants and polymers do make out a significant diffusion barrier96,
97
, but do not significantly extend the lifetime of microbubbles in experiments77.
Borden and Longo examined the permeability of a surfactant layer on a bubble
attached to a microscope slide and found an increased resistance to diffusion
with the number of carbon atoms in the surfactant tail. The diffusion resistance
dependence on chain length was weak up to 18 carbons, above which it
increased sharply in the range C18-C2498. For condensed monolayers the
diffusion resistance has been estimated to 1000 s/cm99, much higher than for
some water soluble surfactants, and the potential lifetime of microbubbles has
been estimated to 4000 years based on this fact. Although it has been claimed
that the diffusion resistance is insignificant for lipids with 18 or fewer
carbons77, much point in the opposite direction.
An important factor to prevent coalescence is, as mentioned above, surface
charge or zeta potential. Since salt limits the zeta potential, it is of little
importance for contrast agent microbubbles, which are generally prepared in
1% salt buffer, or for bubbles in sea water. It is nevertheless of potential
importance for bubbles in fresh water, and zeta potential measurements for
nanobubbles have been reported in several papers100-105, although many of those
papers failed to ascertain that the bubbles were actually bubbles. The reported
zeta potentials are often strongly negative, and high negative zeta potential is
sometimes even claimed as evidence that detected colloidal particles are
bubbles. Negative zeta potential is however common for many types of colloids
at neutral or mildly alkaline pH. If a bubble is covered with surfactants, it is the
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type of surfactants which determine the zeta potential rather than the bubble
itself.
In solutions with high salt concentration, steric hindrance is the most important
factor to prevent coalescence. Phospholipid mixtures for contrast agent bubbles
therefore normally contain 10-20% of a component with bulky PEG
(Polyethylene glycol) chains. This component has been shown to be very
important for bubble stability86. Additionally, the presence of a high
concentration of liposomes (submicron water filled vessels covered with one
or several lipid double layers) is also important, as their presence at the bubble
surface helps prevent coalescence. Concerning bubbles in natural water,
Yount39 imaged bubbles in a gel with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).
After staining the samples with Osmium Tetroxide, which will provide contrast
to organic materials, he saw a cloud of organic materials around the bubbles
and concluded that a reservoir of surfactants is present and is necessary for
stability. These thick layers presumably made out considerable steric hindrance
against coalescence as well.
Natural water, including tap water, contains a wide range of organic substances
from natural sources106. Humic substances (polymeric organic acids) are most
notable, often giving fresh water a yellow or brown appearance, but surfaceactive substances such as fatty acids and carbohydrates are also common. Fatty
acids and similar natural surfactants found in water to a large extent has tail
lengths of 18 carbons or less107 and comprise a mixture of saturated and
unsaturated chains. Although the composition may not be optimal, it seems
likely such substances could stabilize bubbles. The concentration is not very
high though. D’Arrigo and co-workers found that extract from forest soil
enhanced the number of stable microbubbles they could generate in gel41, 108110
. They made a considerable effort to identify the active substances and
concluded that lipids with hydrocarbon chains and glycoproteins were the
important components. They did however also try many other additives with
less success. Johnson & Cooke found when they generated stable micro- and
nanobubbles in sea water that large amounts of stable bubbles were only
generated in samples taken on some days. Apparently, the amount of bubble
stabilizing substances varied. In both the mentioned cases it seem certain that
the bubbles were stabilized by surface active substances, and optical and SEM
images showed smooth bubble surface and only occasionally an attached
particle39, 95. It is interesting that considerably higher surfactant concentrations
are found necessary for artificial contrast agent bubbles than is present in
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natural water. In river or lake water there is often < 10 mg/l organic carbon, in
ground water or sea water considerably less. Apparently, there is something left
to learn from nature.

3.3 Buoyancy
Once bubbles are stable against diffusion and stable against coalescence,
buoyancy/creaming becomes an important factor for stability. The speed of
sedimentation of particles and creaming/buoyancy of oil droplets and gas
bubbles is expressed by Stokes law78:
𝑣=

∆)*+ ,
-./

,

where ∆𝜌 is the density difference between the bubble/particle and the
surrounding medium, 𝑑 is the diameter, 𝑔 is the gravitational constant and 𝜂 is
the viscosity of the medium. When a particle or bubble is small enough111, 112,
typically well below 1 µm, the Brownian motion will be of the same magnitude
as the sedimentation/creaming and the dispersion will be stable. For a bubble,
the critical size can be larger if it has heavy material adsorbed. Also,
agglomerates of bubbles comprise mostly water and will have a considerably
smaller density difference than a single bubble of the same size. As can be seen
in the equation, size is however more important than density difference.

3.4 Other theories on bubble stability
3.4.1 Dynamic equilibrium model for bulk nanobubbles
Recently, a dynamic equilibrium model was suggested113, wherein adsorbed
hydrophobic substances are proposed to stabilize bulk nanobubbles. A similar
model had previously been suggested for surface nanobubbles114 (see 3.5). In
the present model, the adsorbed substances are completely hydrophobic,
without any hydrophilic surfaces. Since gas is attracted to hydrophobic
surfaces, it was suggested that a steady inflow of gas is generated at the edges
of the hydrophobic material which is balanced by the diffusional outflow of gas
from the non-covered parts of the bubble surface, due to Laplace pressure. An
important feature of this model is that it predicts that bubbles can be stable not
only in oversaturated, but also in slightly undersaturated water (80% saturated).
It has been reported that bulk nanobubbles can indeed be generated and survive
in mildly gas undersaturated water115. The model could potentially also provide
an explanation for the many reports of nanobubbles in water with very low
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concentration of impurities. The surface coverage needs to be only 50% for
stable nanobubbles and much less (3x10-4) for bubbles of 2 µm radius. The
authors claim the model is valid for rigid material as well as flexible material
such as oil. Experimental support for this model is provided by a recent paper116
where nanobubbles were generated in water with added hydrocarbons or fatty
acids. The nanobubble samples were imaged by Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) in liquid state in a narrow channel, images show droplets
of oil on the surface of apparent air bubbles. The method is not discussed much
in the paper, and it could be speculated that bubbles are generated by the
electron beam or that solids are misinterpreted as voids. Several other recent
papers report enhanced nanobubble generation in dispersions of
hydrophobic117, 118, as well as hydrophilic119, 120 nanoparticles. The dynamic
equilibrium model is discussed in more detail in paper III.
3.4.2 Ionic stabilization
It has been claimed that inorganic ions alone can stabilize nanobubbles, even
at concentrations as low as 10-6 M121. This idea was also treated in a very recent
paper122. The model suggests that selectively adsorbed anions create a
coulombic repulsion, which counteracts the pressure from the surface tension.
This idea has been questioned based on; 1) The charges when compressed
should diffuse in to the liquid rather than stay at the surface and generate a
pressure along the interface123, 2) The pressure from the ions has been
calculated to be negligible compared to the other forces at work72. Other authors
have also claimed that addition of salt helps stabilizing nanobubbles103 and
based on this, it has become popular among researchers to add NaCl to water
when performing nanobubble experiments. One possible explanation why
inorganic salts may benefit nanobubble stability is that salts will decrease the
solubility of surfactants, also known as the salting-out effect. As mentioned
above, bubbles can be stabilized by poorly soluble surfactants, and salt may
push slightly soluble surfactants to become insoluble. Salt may also affect the
repulsion between bubbles and thus the probability of coalescence. Higher salt
concentrations will shield surface charges and decrease the zeta-potential,
which can increase coalescence. This has also been found experimentally103, 104
for bubbles. Salt can also enhance agglomeration of particles and oil droplets
which may be mistaken for bubbles.
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3.4.3 Water structure
Based on ATR-IR measurements124, 125 and Raman measurements126 on
nanobubbles in distilled or deionised water, it has also been suggested that a
specific water structure at the air-water interface prevents gas diffusion or
counteracts the Laplace pressure127,110.

3.5 Surface nanobubbles
Nanobubbles on surfaces have been experimentally and theoretically
investigated in many papers128, 129 and is a less controversial entity than bulk
nanobubbles. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is the main method to detect
and study surface nanobubbles, but also other methods have been utilised, such
as Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR),
Fluorescence microscopy, Small-Angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and liquid
TEM. It has been reported that silicon oil droplets emanating from commonly
used plastic syringes can form droplets on surfaces which can be mistaken for
surface nanobubbles130, 131. This is important to keep in mind when studying the
literature, especially concerning older papers in the field. Recently,
contamination from syringes was also reported to generate stripe patterns on
surfaces132, as measured by AFM.
Since dissolved gas has an affinity for hydrophobic surfaces, formation of
nanobubbles occurs much more readily on such surfaces, although they have
been observed also on hydrophilic surfaces. Several mechanisms have been
proposed and the one that appear most accepted129, 133 stresses the importance
of pinning of the contact line of the bubble. Pinning requires that the surface is
not perfectly smooth. The pinning has also been shown to be destroyed by
addition of surfactants. If the contact line is pinned, the curvature will decrease
as the bubble shrinks due to the Laplace pressure, the Laplace pressure will thus
decrease as the bubble is getting smaller, contrary to what is the case for a
spherical bubble in the bulk or a surface bubble without pinned contact line.
The pinning stabilization model states that the driving force for diffusion from
the bubble due to Laplace pressure is balanced by the driving force for the
bubble to grow due to gas oversaturation and that this balance is achieved at a
certain contact angle. The contact angle is thus dependent on the degree of
oversaturation. The model matches experimental findings of generally low
contact angles and that irregularities on the surface are beneficial for stable
bubbles to form.
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Fig. 4. Shrinking surface nanobubble with pinned contact line.

The above model states that surface nanobubbles can only be stable in
oversaturated water. Very recently, a modification of this theory was
proposed134, 135, where the affinity of gas to hydrophobic surfaces was also
taken into account, predicting stable surface nanobubbles to be possible also in
slightly undersaturated water. This model also states that oversaturation and
hydrophobicity are not simultaneously necessary, only one of these criteria is
necessary for surface bubble stabilization. This model also matches
experimental findings that bubbles are stable over long time in open systems
and react remarkably slowly to degasification. It also matches experimental
observations of bubbles on hydrophilic surfaces. This paper by Tan et al
effectively reintroduces the previously abandoned dynamic equilibrium
model114, but combines it with the contact line pinning model. Meanwhile,
some researchers claim that surface nanobubbles contain gas of an
exceptionally high density136, 137, but this does not appear to be generally
accepted.

3.6 Nanobubbles on particles and in crevices
Early on in cavitation research, cavitation nuclei were suggested to consist of
solid particles with air pockets in cracks and crevices18, 138, these are sometime
referred to as “Harvey nuclei” after the original author. More recent research
has confirmed that particles can act as cavitation nuclei26, 27, 139-141 and that after
several cavitation events the particles ability to nucleate bubbles is exhausted,
evidencing that air bubbles on the particles are the actual nuclei. A certain
regeneration is however taking place under repeated cavitation28. Different
particles have a widely varying ability to nucleate cavitation and this seems to
be related to surface structure26, size139 and hydrophobicity27. A rough surface
structure is more important than deep pores, which would suggest that bubbles
are located on the particle surface rather than in cracks and pores, and are
pinning-stabilized similarly as bubbles on a flat surface. Smooth larger particles
(76µm) were shown to be more active nuclei than smooth small ones (3µm),
also indicating surface bubbles. What also speaks against the crack/crevice
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model is that bubbles in cracks and pores are very small, whereas they need to
be of a minimum critical size in order to nucleate cavitation140. The crevice
model has however been confirmed by cavitation experiments with etched 1001000 nm wide cylindrical pits on a flat hydrophobized silica surface. Cavitation
could be nucleated only once per pit142. The experiments fitted well with the
theoretically expected relation143 between pit size and the pressure amplitude
necessary to generate cavitation. For cylindrical pits of 50-60 nm diameter, the
required pressure pulse amplitude is very high, 20-30 bar. For more moderate
pressure amplitudes, larger pits are required for nucleation. Thus, the crevice
theory holds well for cavitation at macroscopic surfaces – where indeed
cavitation is more commonly observed than in the bulk of the liquid.
In recent years the crevice model has inspired the development of a new type
of ultrasound contrast agent, where cavitation bubbles are generated in situ on
particles144. One such particle type, cup-shaped polymer particles with a cavity
diameter in the range 100-700 nm, were reported to cavitate in accordance with
theory, with the largest cavities having the lowest cavitation threshold (about
10 bar). Another interesting example is hydrophobized 300nm silica particles
with a lipid coating to prevent agglomeration due to hydrophobicity. This
particle type would only act as nuclei when the lipid coating is in a condensed
state, which is believed to be because bubbles nucleate in the cracks of the
coating, exposing the hydrophobic particle surface. It is interesting that
cavitation here is taking place from a very small nuclei, although it is plausible
that there is also a certain gas accumulation under the lipid coating, due to the
hydrophobic effect.
Water need to be filtered at 1 µm or less to increase its resistance to cavitation
according to some reports, whereas others report a gradually lowered cavitation
threshold from 20 to 5 µm filtration145. Such filtration experiments do not even
tell us if particles or microbubbles are active as nuclei, even less about the
nature of present particles. Based on the latest research, it seems likely that
irregular particles or particle agglomerates several µm large can host crevice
bubbles a few hundred nm in diameter. To what extent they can stay sufficiently
hydrophobic in water is however an outstanding question, as hydrophobic
surfaces can be expected to become coated with surface active substances.

3.7 Nanobubbles and the hydrophobic attraction
Attraction between hydrophobic molecules or parts of molecules is a wellknown and important phenomenon, but from the early 1980s146 and onwards
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there were also numerous reports of a long-range attraction between
hydrophobic surfaces. This force seemed to have two different regimes, a
longer range from 25nm to 100nm or more, and a shorter range from 10-25 nm.
The research conducted on the long-range hydrophobic attraction was actually
what eventually led to the discovery of surface nanobubbles. The long-range
hydrophobic force turned out to be not an actual force, but due to bridging of
pre-existing nanobubbles on the hydrophobic surfaces15, 147. This explained
why the effect was poorly reproducible. It was shown that the attraction
decreased to varying degree if the water was degassed. Furthermore, studies
using AFM have shown a repulsive force preceding an attractive jump. The
initial repulsion was shown to be pH dependent, which indicates that it is due
to electrostatic repulsion between charged bubble surfaces.
Interestingly, the long-range hydrophobic attraction has in one paper been
shown to be influenced by neutron radiation34. This further confirms the bubble
generating effect of neutron radiation, mentioned in chapter 2.1. Neutron
irradiation of the solution prior to injection in the sample cell enhanced the
magnitude and distance of the attractive force. This could mean that bubbles
generated in the bulk of the solution by neutron irradiation adsorb to the surface
and enhance the long-range hydrophobic attraction.
The shorter-range hydrophobic attraction at decay lengths of less than 25 nm is
more mysterious and believed to have other causes. Degassing was shown not
to affect the short-range attraction148. A recent (2016) review states that
evidence for short-range hydrophobic attraction in the range 5 - 25nm is
scarce149. After 30 years of research there is only two papers that show such an
effect unambiguously, according to this review.
Very recent work does however provide further evidence of a hydrophobic
attraction force in this range150-153. Ishida and co-workers showed the force to
increase monotonously with increasing hydrophobicity (measured contact
angle) of the surface. They cautiously suggest that cavitation between the
surfaces is responsible, thus gas would be involved also in this case.
Schlesinger showed the force to be diminished by degassing and went on to
provide evidence of a thin layer of adsorbed gas molecules at a hydrophobic
surface. Two other recent studies also report thin gas layers on surfaces154, 155.
Practically, Pashley showed156 that oil could be stably emulsified in water
without addition of any surfactant if the water was degassed very thoroughly
beforehand. The degassing took place by repeatedly freezing and thawing the
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water under vacuum, a well-known method to reach very low concentration of
dissolved air. By removing the air, the attraction between the hydrophobic oil
droplets decreased since no bridging bubbles were present to help them
agglomerate and coalesce. Pashley later went on to demonstrate an enhanced
cleaning ability of such degassed water157.

Fig. 5. Photograph of gassed (left-hand side) and de-gassed (right-hand side) water shaken
vigorously with oil (perfluorohexane). Reprinted with permission from R. M. Pashley, M.
Rzechowicz, L. R. Pashley, M. J. Francis, De-Gassed Water Is a Better Cleaning Agent, J.
Phys. Chem. B 109 (2005) 1231-1238. Copyright (2005) American Chemical Society.

3.8 Bubbles under pressure
Destruction of bubbles by pressure treatment can be used to differentiate
bubbles from other light scattering particles and droplets. There are many
reports on destruction of micro- and nanobubbles by pressurization, although
some of them are indirect evidence in cavitation experiments where the
character of the “cavitation nuclei” is unknown. Some of these reports were
mentioned in chapters 2.1 and 2.2. It is not entirely obvious how bubbles are
destroyed by pressurization as several mechanisms are possible. Johnson and
Cooke95 observed bubbles in the size range 0.5-10 µm in an optical microscope.
The bubbles were generated in sea water and stabilized by adsorbed impurities.
Upon a pressure rise by only 0.083 bar, many, but not all, bubbles rapidly
dissolved. Smaller bubbles were to a greater extent unaffected. A pressure
increment by 0.14 bar removed all visible bubbles. These bubbles were
apparently less resistant to pressure than in many other reports. More recently
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the number of nanobubbles, as measured by a particle counter, were shown to
be reduced after exposure to 2.4 bar pressure158 and as measured by NTA to be
reduced after 500 bar159. These nanobubbles were generated in more or less
pure water and any stabilizing contamination is unknown. The average size
increased after pressurization with the maximum effect achieved after 10
minutes. The number reduction and size increase appeared to be somewhat
lower after 60 minutes pressurization than after 10 minutes.
Monolayers of surfactants are well known to wrinkle and fold under pressure
on a flat surface in a Langmuir trough as well as on a microbubble shrinking
by diffusion94, 98. When a microbubble after several wrinkling-induced
collapses reaches a size of 1-2 µm, it appears to be considerably more resistant
to further wrinkling. It seems likely that at some size a bubble will be too small
to have room for any wrinkles. Thus, a large lipid-coated microbubble can be
expected to undergo wrinkling induced collapse under moderate external
pressure, but a smaller one will be considerably more resistant to collapse.
Smaller lipid-coated bubbles will instead experience a compression of the lipid
monolayer. In a recent paper88, about 1 µm large lipid-coated C3F8 bubbles
were measured by DLS while the pressure was increased from 1 to 5 bar. The
bubbles were seen to decrease in size upon compression and increase in size
again following decompression. The size increase after decompression was
however only temporary, within minutes the size decreased back to similar
magnitude as under compression. It appears that in this case the bubbles were
destroyed during the decompression rather than during compression. It is
possible that if the lipid monolayer was damaged after decompression, and the
liquid was oversaturated with gas, some of the bubbles grew and acquired
buoyancy and disappeared from the solution. This can be seen as a cavitation
event. The authors furthermore concluded that the surface tension became
negative during compression, which made the bubbles to some extent resist
compression. They estimated the surface tension to -15 mN/m, and the Laplace
pressure to -0.8 bar. This means that there is a sub-pressure in the compressed
bubble, which implies that when the lipid shell opens up during decompression,
more gas will diffuse into the bubble.
Yount on the other hand, studying “cavitation nuclei” in the range 0.1-1.0 µm
in agarose gel, considered the speed of compression more significant than the
total pressure magnitude for destruction of nuclei38. A stepwise compression
was shown to destroy fewer nuclei than a single pressure increment of the same
total magnitude.
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It should also be considered that an increase in pressure of several bar can take
the liquid from a state of supersaturation or saturation, to a state of considerable
undersaturation according to Henry’s law. This can provide a considerable
driving force for diffusion from the bubble and thus dissolution. A negative
Laplace pressure, as reported by Alheshibri, can to some extent balance this
driving force for dissolution, but not fully cancel it. If there is air/gas available
on top of the liquid, it will eventually diffuse into the liquid and cause saturation
at the elevated pressure. Decompression will then yield a considerable
oversaturation which can generate cavitation/macroscopic bubbles or
micro/nanobubbles. Generation of macroscopic bubbles will deplete cavitation
nuclei, i.e. nanobubbles, but there are also reports of generation of nanobubbles
following pressurization and slow decompression115. Macroscopic bubble
formation is encouraged by rapid decompression which is well known in the
case of decompression sickness.
The issue of diffusion and oversaturation complicates matters and suggests that
for destruction of nanobubbles, short pressurization times and rapid
decompression is most suitable. In water which is free from stirring and
convection, the rate of change of the concentration of dissolved gas is governed
by diffusion, which is described by Fick’s 1st and 2nd law. If there is no
movement in a liquid, it takes very long time to equilibrate with air, on the scale
of hours and days160. However, when there is a large driving force, such as
under pressure, the speed of diffusion increases considerably.

3.9 Bubbles under vacuum
In addition to elevated pressure, vacuum can also be used for destruction of
bubbles and thus to differentiate bubbles from other light scattering particles
and droplets. Johnson and Cooke, who also observed bubbles under pressure,
observed bubbles in sea water in the size range 0.5-10 µm in an optical
microscope at mild subpressure95. The bubbles expanded under sufficient
subpressure and most bubbles returned to their previous size when the pressure
was returned to normal. Some did however proceed to shrink and disappear
following this vacuum treatment. Overton161 observed an increased resistance
to cavitation for several different water qualities following degassing by
heating under strong vacuum (2.7mbar), which was interpreted as due to
destruction of gaseous cavitation nuclei. In recent years some authors have used
various vacuum treatments to degas the solvent prior to bubble generation to
prove the bubble nature of light scattering objects115, 162, 163. Others have
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vacuum treated probable bubbles in solutions, with varying results119, 164-166.
Zhou and coworkers found that microbubbles disappeared after 1h at 0.05 bar,
but not nanobubbles. Addition of degassed water to a bubble solution has also
been used167 as a means of destroying bubbles by causing air undersaturation.
Vacuum degassing has also been applied to surface nanobubbles115, 168, 169. Fang
and coworkers recently generated both surface and bulk nanobubbles by
applying mild vacuum (0.5 and 0.1 bar respectively) for short time. Surface
nanobubbles were generated after 5 min vacuum, but disappeared again after
20 min vacuum. Bulk nanobubbles increased in number for 20 min, but
disappeared after longer time under vacuum. In both cases much fewer bubbles
were generated if the water had been degassed by freeze-thawing at 0.1 bar. To
conclude, nano- and microbubbles can increase in size95 or be generated by
mild vacuum115 for short time. After longer time under vacuum they will
however be destroyed due to high undersaturation of gas. To destroy bubbles
by causing undersaturation under vacuum, long time and either small distance
for the air to diffuse from the bulk of the liquid to the surface, or stirring or
convection is beneficial.

3.10 Review of bubble detection methods
Many methods have been suggested and demonstrated for identification of
small light scattering objects as actual nanobubbles. Pressure and vacuum/subsaturation are treated in chapter 3.8 and 3.9. Holography and phase microscopy
are treated in chapter 4.4. Below is a brief review of other methods.
Cryo- SEM/TEM
Water, rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen or helium, is sliced and imaged in a
scanning electron microscope or transmission electron microscope. The
method has been used in several cases for nanobubbles124, 170-172, which are
visible as voids in the ice. The method has merit as submicron voids do not
appear to be a general feature of frozen water. Artefact bubbles generated
during freezing has however been reported173, and it has been claimed that the
electron beam may generate bubbles in cryo-samples174. One way of avoiding
electron beam damage is to cast a thin-film replica of the ice surface, and image
the replica in SEM. This method has been used for nanobubbles in some of the
mentioned references above. Imaging of nanobubbles in a gel or polymer
matrix, is another alternative which has been demonstrated in the past39.
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Liquid-cell TEM
Imaging of liquid samples confined in a very narrow channel in a transmission
electron microscope. The method has been demonstrated for nanobubbles116,
175
. This is a very powerful method as it allows imaging of very small colloids
in their native dispersion. However, bubble generation by the electron beam
has been reported176, 177, as well as due to electron beam damage to the sample
cell178, which makes it possible to get false positive results for bubbles.
Fluorescence microscopy
The fluorescence lifetime of Rhodamine 6G is different at air-water interface
than elsewhere, this has been used to identify surface nanobubbles179. The
method appears to not have been tested for nano- or microbubbles in bulk.
Vibrational Spectroscopy
FTIR/ATR has been used to detect gaseous CO2 in nanobubbles, since the
signal is different from that of dissolved CO2164, 180, 181.
Oxygen concentration
By adding oxygen-filled nanobubbles to N2-purged solution and measuring the
oxygen concentration over time, the bubbles were showed to release oxygen182.
Oxygen concentration measurement has also been used to measure the amount
of oxygen bubbles attached to particles for environmental remediation70.
Winkler titration has been used to detect oxygen nanobubbles produced by
electrolysis183.
Cavitation / ultrasound response
For contrast agent bubbles this is, naturally, a common method. Gas bubbles
resonate and respond many orders of magnitude stronger to ultrasound than
solid particles, this is why they are used for contrast in ultrasound imaging.
Ultrasound can be used to detect stable resonance of bubbles, as well as to
induce cavitation from a smaller gas nuclei. Ultrasound response is however
less used in other bubble research, but could have further potential to detect
stable bubbles in liquid. Detecting bubbles as small as 100 nm in limited
concentrations may however be challenging.
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Centrifugation
Centrifugation can carefully separate particles/bubbles of different buoyancy,
and thus separate bubbles from particles. It has been demonstrated in
combination with integrated light scattering, to search for nanobubbles184.
Centrifugation is a common method in the contrast agent field to separate
different size fractions of bubbles.
Resonant Mass measurement (RMM)
This method measures the weight of individual particles in a narrow
microfluidic channel. It can differentiate between particles of negative and
positive buoyancy and therefore potentially differentiate between bubbles and
particles. However, oil droplets often have a density lower than water and can
thus be mistaken for bubbles. By dispersing suspected bubbles in water of
different density (D2O/H2O mixtures), their density can be determined. This
has been used to identify suspected bubbles as probable oil droplets185 since
their density was only slightly lower than that of water. However, clusters of
bubbles could also have a density only slightly lower than 1 g/cm3 since clusters
contain mostly water.
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4 Experimental methods
4.1 Theoretical base of experimental methods
4.1.1 Light scattering theory
Measurement methods based on light scattering are the most commonly used
for determining the size and concentration of particles, bubbles and droplets in
water. Bubbles, particles and oil droplets, etc, hereinafter named “particles” for
simplicity, will always scatter light. Even individual molecules scatter light,
giving rise to a measurable background scattering signal from pure solvents.
How particles scatter light depends very much on their size, and different laws
govern different size ranges. Very large particles behave rather similarly to any
macroscopic surface. They will scatter light of different wavelengths similarly.
Very small particles, with a diameter less than 1/10 of the wavelength of the
incident light, exhibit Rayleigh light scattering. In this size range, the scattering
intensity is the same in the forward and backward direction. The scattering
intensity at 90° is half of that in the forward and backward direction.
The intensity of scattered light from a spherical particle in the Rayleigh region
is given by186:
=

8𝜋 7 𝑁𝑅: 𝑚= − 1
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>
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Where 𝜃 is the scattering angle, 𝑁 is the refractive index of the medium, 𝑚 =
𝑛- /𝑛= the ratio between the refractive index of the particle and the medium, 𝑅
is the radius of the particle, 𝜆 is the wavelength, 𝑟 is the distance from the
particle to the point of observation, and 𝐼I is the intensity of incident light. The
equation assumes that the incident light is unpolarized.
As can be seen, the scattering intensity is strongly dependent on the particle
size (~R6). It is also strongly dependent on the wavelength (~l-4), a particle will
scatter blue light 6 times more than red light. In an everyday context, Rayleigh
scattering is very visible. The blue colour of the sky is due to blue light being
scattered by air molecules in the atmosphere.
When the particle diameter is 1/10 to 1/1 of the wavelength, the particles are
said to exhibit Mie scattering. Mie theory is however also used to describe
scattering also for considerably larger particles, up to tens of µm in diameter.
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The Mie theory is essentially a solution to Maxwell’s equations for scattering
of a sphere. It is rather complex and custom software is used for calculations,
as a single formula is not enough to describe it. In the Mie scattering range, the
scattering intensity is not monotonically increasing with particle size due to
resonance effects, and the size dependence and wavelength dependence is
considerably weaker than in the Rayleigh region. Forward scattering is stronger
than backward scattering. As the scattering intensity for small particles is
higher for shorter wavelengths, green and blue lasers are most commonly used
in modern light scattering measurement equipment.

Fig. 6. Calculated Scattering cross section vs wavelength for Polystyrene Latex Particles of
different sizes.

Light scattering intensity is also dependent on the difference in refractive index
between a particle and the surrounding medium. This is valid also if the
refractive index of the particle is lower than the medium, as is the case for gas
bubbles in water or other liquids. The refractive index difference for a gas
bubble in water is 1.00 (air) - 1.33 (water) = - 0.33. For comparison, the
difference for Polystyrene latex particles is 1.59 - 1.33 = 0.26. A single clean
air bubble can thus be expected to scatter light more strongly than a PSL
particle, which is already a comparably strong scatterer. Other commonly
measured particles such as silica (1.44), biological cells, proteins and
extracellular vesicles, are considerably weaker light scatterers.
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4.1.2 Brownian motion
Very small particles in a liquid or in a gas will move randomly due to their nonuniform collisions with the surrounding molecules, this movement is referred
to as Brownian motion after botanist Robert Brown, who studied the
phenomena extensively in microscope187 for pollen particles dispersed in water.
However, random motion of dust particles in air had been observed already two
millennia earlier, and already then been speculated to be due to collisions with
smaller particles and atoms188. Albert Einstein published a landmark paper in
1905, theoretically explaining how random collisions between a particle and
the molecules or atoms of the surrounding medium would occasionally be nonuniform for sufficiently small particles, causing the particle to move in random
directions. Fig. 7. shows this in a conceptual way, however in reality the
number of simultaneous collisions is much larger and the non-uniformity
smaller. The average kinetic energy of the molecules in the medium is
proportional to temperature, 𝑇 (K) and Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑘N (J/K). The
higher the kinetic energy of the molecules in the medium, the more vigorous
the Brownian motion will be. Furthermore, smaller particle size and lower
viscosity of the medium will allow more movement. The diffusivity or
diffusion coefficient of a freely diffusing particle in the bulk can be seen as a
measure of its positional fluctuation187 and is related to the particle and the
medium properties as:
𝐷=

𝑘N 𝑇
,
6π𝜂𝑅

where 𝜂 is the viscosity of the liquid and 𝑅 the hydrodynamic particle radius.
This formula is referred to as the Stokes-Einstein relation. Note that this is valid
for spherical particles, if this relation is used to determine the size of nonspherical particles an error will be introduced. Interestingly, the diffusivity is
independent of the mass of the particle. Strictly, the mass does have an
influence, but the inertia can be neglected on the time scales normally probed
when analysing Brownian motion.
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Fig. 7. Conceptual image of an inhomogeneous distribution of molecules (blue dots) bouncing
against a particle (red), which will cause it to move.

4.2 Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), also known as Photon Correlation
Spectroscopy (PCS) is a rather mature technology. It has been used since the
70’ies and had its great commercial breakthrough in the 1990’ies. Its’ progress
has benefitted greatly from the rapid increase in computational capacity
available. A liquid sample is illuminated by a laser and a detector is placed at a
certain angle in relation to the laser beam. The detector is highly sensitive, it is
essentially counting individual photons. Due to interference between light
scattered by different particles, a speckle pattern will be generated in the
scattered light. Due to the Brownian motion of the particles, this speckle pattern
will exhibit fast fluctuations. Over a larger area these fluctuations will average
out, therefore the detector measures the photon count rate or scattering intensity
for a very small area189.
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Fig 8. Fluctuations in scattering intensity from large and small particles. Image by Mike
Jones, original work for Wikipedia, distributed under a CC-BY 2.0 license.

This time-varying signal can be translated into a correlation function, where the
scattering intensity at an arbitrary time (t) is correlated with the scattering
intensity after a time increment Dt. Thus, the correlation between the scattering
intensity at time (t) and time (t+Dt) is calculated for a wide range of Dt. A plot
of the normalized correlation function versus Dt will show a decay from a value
close to one at small Dt, to zero at large Dt. The Dt at which the correlation
function decays will be correlated to the particle size.
For a monodisperse sample of spherical particles, the correlation function will
be proportional to e-Dq2Dt, where q is the scattering vector and D is the diffusion
coefficient of the particles. From this, D can be calculated, and with knowledge
of the viscosity of the liquid and the temperature, the particle radius can be
calculated from the Stokes-Einstein equation.
For a polydisperse sample, the decay will be more stretched out. There are
several mathematical methods which deals with such data to interpret the
correlation function into a distribution of sizes. But as DLS is a statistical
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method based on the mixed scattering signal from a large number of particles
simultaneously, it has limited ability to determine in detail a distribution of
different particle sizes. As a rule of thumb, DLS cannot distinguish a mixture
of two different size populations where the size of the larger particles is less
than three times the size of the smaller particles. Thus, a mixture of
monodisperse 50nm and 100nm particles will look like one single population
with sizes in the entire range, and an average particle size somewhere in
between 50 and 100nm.
Small particles in the Rayleigh scattering region will scatter with equal
intensity in the forward and backward direction, whereas with increasing size
the forward scatter will be relatively stronger than the backscatter. This can be
utilised by selecting a scattering angle where the particles of interest give the
best signal. For small particles, interference from larger particles can be
avoided by measuring at high scattering angles. For large particles a stronger
signal, if desirable, can be achieved at low scattering angles.
DLS can be used over a large size interval, from molecules of single nm size to
several µm. The concentration range is strongly dependent on the particle size.
The upper concentration limit is limited by the sensitivity of the detectors which
can be destroyed by strong light scattering, as well as by multiple scattering
which can seriously skew the results. Multiple scattering is when scattered light
by one particle is scattered a second time by a second particle.
4.2.2 DLS instrument - ALV-CGS-8F

Fig. 9. ALV-5000
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The customized ALV-5000 is a research-type instrument with 8 detectors. The
light generated by the laser (Oxxius 532S-50-COL-OE, 532 nm, 50 mW output
power), passes two mirrors, followed by an automatic attenuator which can
adjust the power of the beam that reaches the sample. This feature is to protect
the detectors from too intense light which can destroy them. The laser beam
then impinges on a cylindrical 8mm cuvette containing the liquid sample. The
cuvette is placed in a cylindrical glass container filled with toluene. Toluene
has a similar refractive index as the glass, which limits spurious scattering from
the wall of the cuvette. This feature is primarily important for static light
scattering, where the angle dependence of the scattered light is analyzed,
whereas for DLS it is of less importance. The side of the vat is visible from the
detector side. The detectors are mounted 17° apart and the entire set of detectors
can be moved to cover a wide range of scattering angles. The detectors are PMtubes from Perkin-Elmer (MP963). The detected optical signals are treated by
two correlators (ALV-7004) who handle 4 detectors each and have a capacity
of 7.68 billion correlations per second. The measurement and correlation data
is collected and visualized by a PC software, which generates a correlation
function plot, an intensity plot over time, and an error residual plot and finally
a table over the averaged scattering intensities for each detector. A postprocessing for each measurement can be made to calculate the particle size
distribution.

4.3 Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA)
This technique is younger than DLS, the first commercial instruments were
introduced in the 00’s, and has quickly gained popularity. Compared to DLS,
it can measure at somewhat lower particle concentrations and better resolve
hetero-disperse samples since it is detecting individual particles. It can also
directly measure the particle concentration, as each individual particle in the
illuminated sample volume is counted. NTA is most generally used to
determine the size of light scattering particles, but it is also commonly used to
determine size of fluorescent particles and to determine the zeta potential of
particles and surfaces.
The equipment is simple and robust, essentially consisting of an optical
darkfield microscope, equipped with a digital video camera, a laser and a
sample cell. The liquid sample is illuminated at 90° angle to the line of view,
which causes light scattering particles to appear as bright spots on a black
background. The scattering intensity of an individual particle is strongly
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dependent on size (~R6) in the Rayleigh scattering regime and a function of the
refractive index difference between the particle and the liquid. For particles
with moderately high refractive index the detection limit is about 30 - 35 nm,
whereas certain types of metallic particles can be detected down to 10 - 15 nm
due to plasmonic resonance effects. The upper size limit is due to that larger
particles undergo less detectable Brownian motion, as well as more
sedimentation/flotation, and is about 1000 - 2000 nm.
A video file is recorded during typically 30 - 60 s and is subsequently processed
to identify the particles in view and determine their position in two dimensions
(x,y) in each image. By comparing the different positions at different points in
time, the mean square displacement (MSD) is estimated. This can in be done
in different ways, the most common is the following190:
𝑀𝑆𝐷 =

UVW

=
∑UVW
IZ- (𝑟I − 𝑟IYW ) , 𝑛 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁 − 1

, where 𝑁 is the number of frames, 𝑟I is the position in frame 𝑖, and 𝑟IYW the
position 𝑛 frames later. From the mean square displacement (MSD), the
diffusivity (D) can be determined according to191:
𝐷=

]5^
=*_

, where t = time, and d is the dimension. For MSD in one dimension, d=1, two
dimensions, d=2, and three dimensions, d=3. NTA is normally performed in
only one or two dimensions, since the vertical position is difficult to determine.
From the diffusivity, the particle size can be determined with the help of the
Stokes-Einstein relation.
The particle concentration of the sample needs to be low enough for individual
particles to be visible in the image and tracked without interference from
neighbouring particles. The upper concentration limit is instrument specific,
but commonly about 1010 particles per cm3. More concentrated samples will
need to be diluted. On the lower side, a sufficient number of particles need to
be visible and tracked to get a statistically reliable result. If very few particles
are visible in the field of view, a flow can be applied while the film is recorded.
This allows a larger number of particles to be tracked within a certain time
frame. The lower concentration limit for such measurements is about 106
particles per cm3. Since the illuminated volume in the field of view is known,
the number concentration of particles can be directly determined with this
method. Since every single particle is tracked and size determined, a detailed
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size distribution can be generated. This allows for several separate particle
populations in the sample to be identified.
Due to the stochastic nature of Brownian motion, the distribution of sizes
determined by MSD and the Stokes-Einstein equation will be wider than the
real distribution. One way of addressing this is to set a high minimum number
of images frames for each track192. This can however drastically reduce the
number of particles detected. Another strategy is to apply algorithms which
estimates the probable real distribution191, 193, something which has been
implemented in more recent versions of commercial NTA software.
Since NTA can, in addition to size, measure the light scattering intensity for
individual particles, it can in principle be used to differentiate between particles
populations of different refractive index. In practice this is made difficult be
non-uniform intensity profile of the laser beam, which gives a non-uniform
illumination of the sample in view. Nevertheless, by taking the non-uniform
illumination into account in the data analysis, experimental determination of
refractive index of different particles has been reported192, 194, 195. It is however
not possible to differentiate between a positive and a negative difference in
refractive index between particle and medium and thus not between gas bubbles
and particles/droplets.
A general problem with NTA is that the method is sensitive to camera and
image analysis settings, which need to be carefully selected and kept the same
between measurements for results to be comparable196. The result is also
sensitive to the height in the sample at which the microscope is focused, which
is a manual setting that is difficult to repeat consistently. Another source of
error is that when a particle drift in and out of focus, it’s imaged scattering
intensity will vary, and it may be tracked several times. This problem is
aggravated by the non-uniform intensity of the laser beam197.
If particles with very different scattering intensities are present, it can be
difficult to make a correct measurement. If settings are optimized for the
strongest scatterers, the weakest ones might not be visible. If the settings are
optimized for the weakest scatterers, the strongest scatterers will be visible as
very large spots which are difficult to track and obscures other particles in view.
This limits how heterogeneous samples that can accurately be analysed.
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Commercially available hardware and software is primarily developed for size
determination, and there is room for improvement concerning particle
concentration and not the least refractive index determination.
4.3.2 NTA instrument - Nanosight LM10 HS (Malvern)
The instrument consists of a laser scattering microscope including a flow
chamber, a syringe pump, a 488nm laser, a sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu
C11440-50B) and a PC software (NTA3.2.16). The laser is located inside a
laser module with a metal coated glass plate on top. A removable top plate with
a second glass plate for viewing is placed on top of the illumination window.
The laser beam illuminates the metal coated glass plate from below, and is
refracted by the metal coating such that it acquires an approximately horizontal
direction inside the sample chamber. The sample is introduced into the sample
chamber through a PTFE capillary (1/16” OD (ca 1.5 mm)) with the help of a
syringe pump, controlled from the Nanosight software. The sample chamber is
disassembled after each measurement session and cleaned with ethanol, MilliQ
water and optionally SDS solution. It is also cleaned before assembly. Due to
the risk of etching the optical glass, alkaline cleaning liquids should not be used.
Due to the limitations of cleaning methods, there is a certain risk of crosscontamination between experiments to be aware of. There is only one sample
chamber which all experimenters use.
There are several software settings to adjust for each measurement, both for the
video recording and for the subsequent analysis of the video recording. To
make different measurements comparable, it is recommended to change the
settings as little as possible and stick to a specific protocol.
For the video recording, screen gain and Cameral Level (CL) are adjustable.
Screen gain only affects the display, not the actual measurement. Camera Level
is (not linearly) related to shutter time and need to be adjusted depending on
the scattering intensity of the particles. If CL is too high, the camera will be
saturated by the scattered light from some particles. These will be coloured blue
on the screen as an indication for the operator. Large and strongly scattering
particles will also be displayed and recorded as very large non-circular entities,
which the software often will not be able to track. The CL should be set low
enough that only a few of the particles are blue, but high enough that all
particles are visible. There are also some “advanced settings”, Blur, Max Jump
Distance, and Min Track length, which are automatically set by the software if
not set manually.
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For the analysis of the video recording, the main settings are screen gain and
detection threshold. The detection threshold setting affects the results
substantially. If set too high, large particles will be overrepresented and small
ones not detected.
Under advanced settings, a minimum track length can be set. This determines
over how many individual frames a track must extend to be included in the
output data. Default is “Auto” which means the software decides a suitable
threshold (at least 5). In this work, a minimum tracklength of 10 or 20 images
has generally been used. This was found to narrow the size distribution as well
as limit the number of false detections in some cases.

4.4 Off-axis Digital Holographic Microscopy (DHM)
4.4.1 Introduction
Digital Holographic Microscopy measures the optical field of the sample,
which enables, among other things, generation of phase images at different
planes as well as quantification of the phase shift. When light passes through a
particle with higher refractive index than the surrounding liquid, it will slow
down* and acquire a phase difference compared to light not passing the particle.
Vice versa, light will pass faster through a particle with a lower refractive index
than the surrounding liquid – typically a gas bubble. DHM thus enables
detecting gas bubbles in water and directly differentiating them from particles
or droplets. The main disadvantage is however that it cannot detect as small
particles as darkfield techniques such as NTA and DLS.
There are several microscopy techniques designed to image phase differences
rather than light intensity. Analog phase contrast microscopy198 uses a regular
incoherent light source and is a well-established method to image transparent
objects such as living cells, which are more difficult to see in focus in a regular
bright field image. By creating constructive interference between light scattered
by the object and the background light, areas with phase shifted light will
appear brighter in the image. Analog phase contrast does however not enable
quantification of phase shifts. Frits Zernike was awarded the Nobel prize in
Physics in 1953, for the development of this technique.
There are also several different methods for holographic microscopy199, which
will not be reviewed here. Optical Digital Holographic Microscopy was first
reported in the 1990s, and had a breakthrough in the 00s due to the increasing
availability of better and cheaper digital cameras and laser sources, as well as
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computing power. The basic principle of off-axis DHM, as outlined in Fig. 10.,
is to split a laser beam into two paths, where one passes through the sample
(object beam) and one does not (reference beam). The beams are then
recombined and create an interference pattern which is recorded by a digital
camera. 3D- information and phase information is extracted by subsequent
digital processing.
The second beam splitter, which recombines the two beams, is slightly rotated
compared to the incoming beams. This causes the light from the two incoming
beams to interfere at the camera plane. Without the off-axis configuration, the
two beams would not interfere and the information of interest would not be
possible to extract from a single image.
The resolution is diffraction limited, just as in a regular optical microscope.
This means that two particles separated by a distance which is less than about
half the wavelength of the illuminating light cannot be resolved. Individual
light scattering particles of smaller size than that can in principle still be
detected, just like in NTA. In particular, some particles can be more easily
observed in the phase image than in the bright field image. However, whereas
NTA is a darkfield method with low background noise, DHM is a brightfield
method with substantial background noise. The signal/noise ratio is therefore
lower, which makes it very difficult to detect very small particles.
Monodisperse Polystyrene latex particles ( RI=1.59 ) can currently be imaged
in water down to a diameter of 0.25 - 0.3 µm, whereas more weakly scattering
particles will have a somewhat higher detection limit.
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4.4.2 Off-axis Digital Holographic Microscopy – experimental setup

Fig. 10. Digital Holographic Microscope set-up. 1. Inverted microscope, 2. Microfluidic
chip/sample, 3. Objective, 4. Tube lens, 5. Beam splitter, 6. Half-wave plate.

The holographic setup is built around a regular inverted microscope (Nikon
TE2000-E). The beam from a HeNe laser (633 nm, Newport) is split into two
paths, an object beam and a reference beam. The object beam enters an optical
fiber which via a collimator illuminates the sample from above. After having
passed through the sample, the object beam enters a microscope objective
(Olympus, 40x, NA1.30 (oil)) and a tube lens before it exits the microscope to
be recombined with the reference beam at a beam splitter close to the front of
the CCD-camera (AlliedVision, ProSilica GX1920). In addition, after exiting
the laser, the beam is expanded and passed through a half-wave plate before
being split by the polarizing beam splitter. The polarizing beam splitter
separates the beam into two beams with orthogonal polarization. The light
emitted by the laser is already linearly polarized. By adjusting the angle of the
polarization before the beam hits the beam splitter, the relative intensity of the
two beams can be adjusted. A second half-wave plate in the reference beam
path is used to adjust the polarization so that it is the same as that of the object
beam when they subsequently meet and interfere. The experimental set-up and
hologram construction has also been described paper 2200 as well as
previously201.
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The image is displayed and recorded in avi format by a custom script in
LabVIEW (National Instruments). Frame rate and exposure time is selected in
the script’s user interface. The camera allows frame rates of up to 40 frames
per second (fps), normally 20 - 30 fps is used. Exposure times of 2 - 5 ms are
normally used. The exposure time is set as high as possible without
oversaturating the image. At 30 fps, there is only room for maximum 33 ms
exposure time, but another important limitation is that the particle should not
move too far during exposure, causing a distorted image. Such distortion can
be compensated for in the analysis, but at 2 - 5 ms this is not necessary.
Particle/bubble dispersions are imaged in a channel with the dimensions
20x800 µm, in a microfluidic chip made of Topas (Cyclic Olefin copolymer)
(Chipshop). Samples are generally imaged under flow, since this makes it
easier to subtract the background noise in the post-processing. The flow also
makes it possible to collect images of a larger number of particles. A flow can
be achieved by keeping a higher liquid level in the entrance port of the chip
than in the exit port. One or a few mm height difference is enough to provide a
sufficient pressure difference to drive the flow. The chip can also be connected
via a PTFE capillary to a syringe pump to control the flow. Particle/bubble
dispersions are also imaged between two clean glass slides, preferably with a
distance of 10 µm PTFE film in between. The clean glass gives a somewhat
higher image quality, but does not enable a controlled flow and does not contain
the sample well.
4.4.3 Off-axis Digital Holographic Microscopy – post-processing
From the avi video file, images of both phase shift type as well as regular bright
field images can be created from the measured optical field. It is possible to
digitally focus in the image and create an entire stack of images from different
focus depths. There are several possible strategies to determine size and RI of
the particles. In this work the size is determined from the Brownian motion of
the particles and the RI from the size combined with the integrated phase shift.
It is also possible to determine size and RI directly from the optical field,
something which was demonstrated very recently202 by using neural networks.
The later strategy was shown to give considerably higher accuracy from short
tracks, allowing even detection of sub-second size fluctuations of particle
agglomerates within the same track. For the very smallest detectable particles
(< 300 nm diameter), size detection from Brownian motion does however give
less spread.
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An overview of the post-processing steps is given in Fig. 12. First, the optical
field is extracted using standard methods203. The off-axis configuration creates
an interference which is visible as fine lines in the bright-field image (Fig. 11a).
A Fourier transform of the image will generate three separate Fourier images
in one (Fig. 11b.). Without the off-axis configuration these three images would
be in the same spot and the information could not be extracted from a single
image. The phase information is available in the two outer Fourier images, but
not in the center image. By numerically shifting one of the side images to the
centre and applying a low pass filter to remove the other two, the information
is separated and an inverse Fourier transform can extract the optical field.

Fig. 11. A: Interference pattern in the bright field image, B: Fourier transform of the bright
field image gives three separate Fourier images. C: Filtering out one of the Fourier images
which contains the field information, and reverse transforming, a phase shift image can be
generated. The scale bar is 2 µm.

Due to optical imperfections, the phase of the retrieved image/field is not
uniform. These phase aberrations are fitted to a 4th order polynomial and
numerically subtracted from the field. Due to dust and reflections in the optical
path, the image contains much spatial noise which drowns much of the optical
signal from dispersed particles. Since dirt and reflections are stationary and the
dispersion is flowing, the background can be removed by subtracting a previous
or later image. However, vibrations cause fluctuations in the image brightness
which makes subtraction of an arbitrary single background image insufficient.
Since DHM is an interferometric technique, it is very sensitive to vibrations.
Furthermore, when subtracting image frames close in time, “ghost particles”
with opposite phase shift will appear close to the particles in the image and
disturb their optical signal. To handle these problems, the most suitable images
frames to subtract are selected from a list of candidates which include frame 10
- 25 after the image and 10 - 25 before the image.
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Next, a stack of fields is created for each image by propagating the field to
different planes, 2 µm apart, along the optical axis. Subsequently, particles are
identified in a maximum intensity projection of the entire field and assigned to
one of the axial planes. Following detection and positioning, a more accurate
axial position determination is performed by propagating a region of interest
64x64 pixels around each particle to 200 different axial planes, 5 nm apart, and
determine at which plane the particle is perfectly in focus.
Many of the detected particles are ghost particles which are due to the
background subtraction, these need to be removed from the analysis. Ghost
particles have opposite their real phase shift, but they will also appear to emit
light rather than scatter light, the later property allows to distinguish them from
real particles.
Detected particles are subsequently linked into tracks. For each track the flow
speed is estimated, and the current estimated position calculated based on the
position in the previous frame. By minimizing the sum of the distances between
the positions of detections in the current frame and the estimated positions
based on previous frames, the detections are linked together into tracks.
The diffusivity is estimated by analysing the particles horizontal movement
perpendicular to the flow direction. In principle it would be advantageous to
use movement in three dimensions, since it would give a more accurate
diffusivity estimate. However, the movement in the flow direction is difficult
to determine since it is hard to determine the flow speed for each individual
particle. Furthermore, the position accuracy in the axial direction is lower than
in the image plane and it is therefore better to not use the movement in axial
direction. The mean square displacement is therefore only estimated in one
dimension.
From the diffusivity, the particle size can be determined with the help of the
Stokes-Einstein equation. Due to the stochastic nature of Brownian motion, the
distribution of diffusivities and thus size distribution will appear wider than it
actually is. To limit this broadening of the distribution, the minimum track
length is normally set to 10 or 20 frames.
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Fig. 12. Post-processing overview.

The integrated phase shift, F [rad×µm2], is the phase shift f [rad] of the light
passing the particle, integrated over the projected area of the particle. The
integrated phase shift of each particle is determined from a phase image by
fitting the particle to a gaussian function. By averaging over all images along
the track for the particle, a more accurate value is achieved. For a spherical
macroscopic particle, F depends on particle volume V, the difference in
refractive index Dn between the particle and the dispersion medium, and the
wavelength l as follows:
Φ=

2πΔ𝑛𝑉
𝜆

For particles in the Mie scattering region, this relation will however need to be
adjusted with the help of Mie simulations. Note that inaccuracy in size
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determination will translate into inaccuracy in RI. Size and refractive index are
thus not independent variables. Calculated RI values for individual particles
will thus spread much more than integrated phase shift. It is therefore more
useful to plot integrated phase shift against size to resolve different particle
populations. Subsequently it can be evaluated how this translates to RI with the
help of Mie simulations. As we demonstrate in paper II, if the calculated RI
based on assuming the particles to be solid and spherical is different than
expected, other assumptions can be evaluated.
The method is computationally heavy, and despite utilizing the strength of
parallel computing on a graphics card (Nvidia GTX1080), a single 60 s film
(1440x1920 pixels) can take 1-3 h to process depending on particle
concentration and settings. The rapid development of GPU technology as well
as software optimization can however be expected to make much faster
processing possible in the future.

4.5 Particle / bubble differentiation by pressure and vacuum
treatment
4.5.1 Pressure
As discussed in chapter 3.7, pressure treatment of a solution can be used in
combination with a light scattering method to differentiate between bubbles,
which are destroyed by pressure treatment, from solid particles and droplets
which are not.
Two different pressure vessels were used for pressure treatment of samples.
The first is a plastic vessel, intended to hold water filtration cartridges. This is
the same vessel which has been used for hydrodynamic cavitation experiments
(see Chapter 5). It is connected to pressurized air, and equipped with a 2µm
stainless steel filter (Swagelok) on the inlet. The outlet is equipped with a
needle valve, enabling different rates of pressure release. Generally, liquid
samples of 1.5 cm depth were exposed to 5 bar pressure for 10 minutes.
The second pressure vessel is a thick-walled stainless-steel cylinder, with
internal diameter 31 mm and height 105 mm. The inlet is connected to a tube
of compressed Nitrogen, equipped with a high-pressure regulator which can
provide a regulated pressure of up to 50 bar. The outlet from the steel cylinder
is equipped with a needle valve (Swagelok) which is narrow enough to avoid a
too violent pressure release, but does not allow for very slow decompression.
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4.5.2 Vacuum
As discussed in chapter 3.8, vacuum can be used to decrease the concentration
of dissolved gas in a liquid sample, which will cause bubbles to dissolve. In
combination with a light scattering method it can thus be used to differentiate
between particles and bubbles.
A digitally controlled vacuum pump (Büchi) was connected to a large vacuum
safe glass cylinder. The sample was placed in an 8 mm glass tube and the liquid
depth was about 1.5 cm. The pressure was set to 0.1 bar and kept for 24h.

4.6 Dissolved oxygen
Since oxygen is chemically reactive, it is considerably easier to measure its
concentration in water than for the more inert nitrogen. There are several
methods to determine oxygen concentration in water, for example by Winkler
titration or by digital instruments with electrochemical or optical probes. In this
work an optical probe, ProOdo from YSI, was used. Before each measurement,
the calibration was checked by a measurement in water saturated air.
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5 Bubble preparation
5.1 Overview
Many methods have been devised for generating micro- and nanobubbles. They
can broadly be divided into dispersion-based and oversaturation-based
methods. Dispersion of gas into water can take place by injecting gas through
nozzles or membranes, through high-speed stirring, through shaking, etc.
Oversaturation can be achieved by saturating water at high pressure and
subsequently release the pressure, by saturating water at a lower temperature
and subsequently increase the temperature, through electrolysis, or through
chemical decomposition of a gas releasing compound. Oversaturation can also
be achieved by changing the chemical composition so that the gas solubility
decreases, for example by adding inorganic salts to water or by adding water to
ethanol162. Many methods are based on cavitation, which can be said to achieve
both things. Cavitation releases gas by local sub pressure and is also generating
considerable dispersion.

5.2 Hydrodynamic cavitation
Hydrodynamic cavitation is carried out with the help of an equipment
assembled as follows, inspired by that described in (204): Pressurized air is
supplied from a pressure regulator via a flexible hose and passes through a
stainless steel particle filter with 0.5 µm pore size and into a plastic pressure
vessel. The liquid sample is placed in a glass beaker inside the vessel and the
air inlet exits above the liquid surface. The outlet pipe extends almost to the
bottom of the glass beaker. The outlet pipe is equipped with a needle valve
which makes it possible to vary the outlet flow rate. It is possible to expose the
sample to cavitation several times by pouring it back into the first beaker and
pressurize the vessel again. By keeping the sample under pressure for an hour,
while placed on a shaking table to ensure faster equilibration, the sample is
oversaturated with air. The standard procedure is 1h at 3 bar pressure and 70
rpm shaking. This is followed by a discharge through the needle valve opened
either 1.5 turns which gives a discharge rate of 0.1 l/s or 2.5 turns which gives
a flow rate of 0.2 l/s. With or without oversaturation, there is always visible
formation of numerous small bubbles following discharge through the needle
valve. The advantage of hydrodynamic cavitation is that it uses comparably
little energy compared to ultrasound and is possible to scale up to be used for
large volumes.
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Fig 13. Equipment for hydrodynamic cavitation: (1) Pressure regulator for pressurized air; (2)
and (3) Shutoff valves; (4) Pressure vessel; (5) Sample beaker; (6) Needle valve; (7) Outlet
beaker; (8) Particle filter

Fig. 14. Technical principle of hydrodynamic cavitation in a constriction. In the wide part,
the flow is slower and the pressure is high. In the constriction the flow is faster and the
pressure low, causing nucleation of vapor or gas bubbles.

5.3 Probe Sonication
The tip of a sonicator probe (13 mm diameter) is placed at the surface of the
liquid sample, immersed only 1-3 mm. The sonicator (Sonics, Vibra-cell) has
a maximum power of 500kW and a frequency of 20 kHz. Most often, 30%
power (150kW) was used for 30 s. As the probe is placed at the surface, it
creates a vigorous stirring of the liquid which entrains and disperses a large
amount of air. The position of the probe needs to be carefully adjusted to get
much air entrained into the liquid, and the method is therefore somewhat
operator dependent. As the probe is used by other experimenters, the risk of
cross-contamination is significant. The probe is therefore immersed in
NaOH/ethanol solution for a few minutes before sonication, to ensure
cleanliness. After this procedure the probe is always well wetted by pure water.
Beside the potential for cross-contamination, sonication probes are known to
release significant amounts of titanium particles. This has been found to be the
case also for this equipment, where a significant concentration of highly light
scattering particles were detected after sonication of pure MilliQ water with a
thoroughly cleaned probe. Probe sonication delivers much energy into a small
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volume of liquid and is thus very efficient, but it is difficult to scale up and
consumes much energy.

5.4 Solution mixing
Mixing of two solutions with different concentration of dissolved gas is a very
common method to nucleate nanobubbles on flat surfaces205. It has also been
used for generation of bulk nanobubble in some recent reports, often in
nanoparticle dispersions119, 120 and for nucleation of surface nanobubbles on
macroscopic particles60. In paper III, solutions equilibrated with air at 4 and 40
°C, respectively were mixed in equal amounts, and the resulting mixture briefly
swirled. The resulting solution was at room temperature and had an air
oversaturation of 10%. In this case no nanobubbles were detected and there was
no visible generation of microbubbles, as is the case with many other
nanobubble generation methods. The method has not been used much for
nanobubble generation and needs to be investigated further, to find the
optimum parameters. The method should be cost-effective and easy to scale up.

5.5 Shaking
A fast and simple method to generate bubbles in the lab is to simply shake the
solution in a test tube. This may be less well defined than other methods and
less powerful. It does however disperse air into the liquid very efficiently, and
does generate quite strong forces in the liquid. It is not seldom used for
phospholipid stabilized microbubbles.
As was found in paper I, the stopper can be a source of contamination. Clean
PTFE film is therefore used as stopper, firmly pressed against the top of the
8mm glass tube. The tube is shaken as strongly as possible up and down for 30
s.
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6 Summary of appended papers
6.1 Paper 1
The first paper presents a selection of the many initial experiments performed
which demonstrate the great importance of contaminants in nanobubble
research.
Light scattering methods such as DLS and NTA are the most commonly used
to detect nanobubbles, but do not actually differentiate between bubbles and
droplets or solid particles. Some papers on nanobubbles fail to address this,
whereas many others use different complementary techniques to identify
bubbles as actual bubbles. We report experiments where hydrodynamic
cavitation of pure MilliQ water or pure salt solutions failed to generate any light
scattering objects if the equipment was thoroughly cleaned, but did generate
light scattering objects if that was not the case. Furthermore, experiments with
bubble generation by shaking of MilliQ water or salt solutions in test tubes
failed to generate any bubbles but identified several plastic stopper materials as
a source of particle contamination. Air nanobubbles in water are commonly
reported at concentrations of around 108/ml. This may sound like a high
number, but for particles as small as 300 nm, this corresponds to a volume
fraction of only 1.3 x 10-6. If this volume consists of solid particles with a
density of 1.5 g/cm3 instead of bubbles, it corresponds to 2mg/l. 100nm
particles at the same number concentration would have a weight concentration
of only 0.08 mg/l.
Experiments were also made with dissolution of very high concentrations (1822%) of inorganic salts, which generated bubbles by lowering the air solubility
in the solution. Light scattering objects were found in all solutions, but were
probably mineral particles originating from the salt in most cases. Treatment of
the solutions with vacuum and pressure was used to differentiate between
bubbles and particles/droplets, since this is expected to destroy bubbles but
leave particles unaffected. In one case this treatment did have an effect and thus
one solution appeared to actually contain bubbles.
It is pointed out that in the papers which report nanobubbles in pure water or
pure salt solutions, adequate contamination control is not reported in any case.
Thus, there is no experimental evidence in support of theories on nanobubble
stability that is not based on adsorbed impurities. It is concluded that
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nanobubbles are most probably stabilized by organic contaminants at small
concentrations.

6.2 Paper 2
The second paper demonstrates holographic nanoparticle tracking analysis (HNTA) for differentiation between bubbles and particles. The bubble preparation
was made in a solution of sorbitan-based surfactants (Span/Tween) in 3% NaCl,
according to a known protocol. A custom-built off-axis DHM (see chapter 4.4)
was used for making video recordings of the sample under flow in a 20µm high
channel. Particle size (hydrodynamic diameter) was determined from the
diffusivity of the imaged particles, based on tracking of their brownian motion.
The phase shift of the light passing the particles was determined and different
particle or bubble populations could easily be distinguished in a plot of phase
shift vs hydrodynamic diameter. The method was first demonstrated for a
mixture of three different polystyrene and silica particles, close in size and
refractive index. The three populations, with mean sizes of 0.48, 0.40 and 0.44
µm, and with refractive indices of 1.59, 1.60 and 1.46, could readily be
distinguished and their size and refractive index accurately determined. In the
bubble preparation, bubbles in the range 0.3-1.5µm were easily distinguished
from a population of undissolved surfactant particles, since their phase shift is
opposite that of solid particles. Following exposure to 20 bar pressure, the
bubbles disappeared completely. This was also the case when the bubbles were
diluted in a slightly air undersaturated NaCl solution. This was expected and in
line with present understanding of surfactant stabilized bubbles. It was however
surprising to find that the apparent refractive index, calculated based on
assuming spherical particles, seemed to increase with size to asymptotically
approach the refractive index of water. It was concluded that all but the smallest
detected bubbles were actually clusters of many individual bubbles. A similar
observation has previously been made on bubbles in NaCl solution121, but it
remains to be investigated how universal this phenomenon is. Detecting smaller
particle/bubble sizes is unfortunately very challenging, but nevertheless this
method was found to be very useful for investigations on nanobubbles.

6.3 Paper 3
In the third paper the dynamic equilibrium model for stable nanobubbles is
investigated experimentally (see also chapter 3.4.1). Attempts to generate
nanobubbles were made in dispersions of amidine latex (23 nm), mildly
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hydrophobized silica (27 nm), graphite (70 nm) and hexadecane droplets. For
bubble generation, the solution mixing method was used, where two solutions
of different dissolved gas concentration are mixed. This is a common method
for surface nanobubble generation and has also been demonstrated for bulk
nanobubble generation. Probe sonication was also examined as a bubble
generation method. Generation of nanobubbles was evaluated by comparing
NTA (Nanoparticle tracking analysis) measurements before and after solution
mixing and after 20 bar pressure treatment of the mixed solution. No significant
changes could be seen in any case. At least three experiments were made for
each particle type. A single set of experiments was also evaluated by H-NTA
(Holographic NTA), without detecting any bubbles. In this case the detection
limit was however about 250 nm, and bubbles with much adsorbed material,
resulting in an effective RI >1.33 would not have been identified as bubbles.
Great effort was made to avoid contamination. Glass vials were cleaned with
hot alkaline detergent and rinsed with MQ, ethanol and treated with oxygen
plasma. When the last ethanol rinse and plasma treatment was omitted in one
experiment with positively charged amidine latex, accelerated agglomeration
was seen. Presumably this was due to detergent traces on the glass, amidine
latex is already well known to be sensitive to anionic contaminants. A handful
of recent papers report enhanced nanobubble generation in dispersion of
hydrophilic as well as hydrophobic particles and oil droplets. Only one of these
does however explicitly relate the results to the dynamic equilibrium model.
Based on the contamination sensitivity and particle agglomeration found in the
present work, it needs to be considered if some of these results are due to
particle agglomerates being mistaken for bubbles.
It has been suggested that oil or fat droplets could act as hydrophobic material
in the dynamic equilibrium model. However, hydrocarbon oil does not make
out a diffusion barrier, the diffusivity of gas in hydrocarbons is at least as high
as in water. Therefore, gas would not diffuse only at the droplet perimeter but
also straight through the oil. Solid particles are thus better candidates.
The size of the bubbles predicted by the model vary considerably with the
magnitude of the hydrophobic potential, which drives the gas accumulation.
The hydrophobic potential is not well known for different surfaces, making this
a great uncertainty for the model. It is also noted that the model predicts stable
bubbles within a limited parameter space, with maximum four particles
adsorbed and minimum 50% surface coverage of the adsorbed particles. Thus,
both the model itself as well as the present experiments suggest that bulk
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nanobubbles stabilized by dynamic equilibrium are not common and easily
achievable. On the other hand, it could be that gas accumulation at hydrophobic
surfaces can play a role combined with other stabilization mechanisms such as
dense coatings of surfactants, macromolecules or nanoparticles (Pickering
emulsion).

6.4 Paper 4
In the fourth paper, the investigations of sorbitan surfactant nanobubbles from
paper II were extended, with the objective to gain some general understanding
of nanobubble properties and stability mechanisms. Based on suggestions by
previous authors206, it was examined if addition of nanoparticles could improve
the stability of nanobubbles. Nanoparticle additions (27 nm silica, with and
without surface modifications) did not affect the fresh dispersions, but in
several experiments with added nanoparticles the concentration of bubble
agglomerates surprisingly continued to increase for 1-2 days. The increasing
concentration is presumably due to coalescence and agglomeration of small
bubbles below the detection limit, and the particles keep these agglomerates in
dispersion by preventing coalescence. A gradual agglomeration on short time
scale could in some cases be observed in bubble dispersions without added
nanoparticles, as can be seen in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Bubble dispersion based on Span 60/Tween60 in 3% NaCl, diluted 1:10. Blue circles
are detected bubbles or particles. Particles have positive phase shift, bubbles have negative
phase shift. The red line shows the expected phase shift for single spherical bubbles with
RI=1.00. A gradual agglomeration of bubbles can be seen within the green box, from Panel
A (after 17 min), B (after 19 min) to C (after 22 min).

Bubble agglomerates were generally found in the upper part of the microfluidic
channel, whereas smaller bubbles were evenly distributed in height, as seen in
Fig. 16. Span 60 particles, with a density of close to 1 g/cm3, were evenly
distributed in height, regardless of size. This shows that buoyancy is an
important destabilization factor, not only for individual bubbles but also for
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agglomerates despite the latter having a small density difference to the
surrounding aqueous medium. The buoyancy of bubble agglomerates may
potentially have influenced the measurements, as it increases the risk of
adsorption in the microfluidic channels.

Fig. 16. Height (Z) position in the microfluidic channel for bubbles and particles in st66
dispersion plotted against Integrated phase shift. Optical focus is at Z=0. Small bubbles are
evenly distributed in height, whereas larger bubble agglomerates are found exclusively in the
upper part of the channel. Particles (right side, positive phase shift) are evenly distributed in
height regardless of size. Insoluble Span 60 has a density of 1 g/cm3.

Regular NTA measurements, with lower size detection limit than H-NTA,
showed that the number concentration of Span 60 surfactant particles in the
range 70 - 200 nm was orders of magnitude higher than the bubble
concentration. These particles likely have a role in preventing coalescence and
as a surfactant reservoir, but the main stabilization mechanism is most probably
a condensed surfactant monolayer which keeps the surface tension close to
zero. It was not possible to generate bubbles when Span 60 (saturated
hydrocarbon chain) was exchanged for Span 80 (unsaturated hydrocarbon
chain), which is in line with previous reports. A composition with 20% Span
80 did however generate stable nanobubbles, which shows that a certain
fraction of unsaturated hydrocarbons chains is acceptable. This is in line with
what is found in nature, as natural lung surfactant contains a similar fraction of
unsaturated hydrocarbon chains. This paper further demonstrates the usefulness
of H-NTA for characterization of bubble dispersions and colloidal dispersions
in general. The method can determine not only size and refractive index of
dispersed particles, bubbles and droplets, but also fractal dimension of
agglomerates, agglomeration rate, and by 3D-position study sedimentation and
creaming.
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6.5 Additional work
Early work, impurities & surfactants
Extensive experimental work has been performed in this project which is not
reported in the four papers. During the early explorative work there was no
good method in place to differentiate between bubbles and particles/droplets,
which made it very difficult to make stringent analysis of the many preparation
methods that were explored. Impurities have been a common issue and the
results on this matter reported in paper I is only a selection.
A high-speed stirrer used for bubble generation first appeared to generate
nanobubbles. When it was started, it generated a white cloud of microbubbles
and light scattering measurements showed remaining submicron particles.
However, after repeated use it no longer generated a white cloud of
microbubbles and the light scattering measurements showed a lower, barely
detectable concentration of particles. Despite thorough cleaning, there was
probably some oil on the surface of the stirrer which was released by the strong
forces created.
Further, many attempts were made to generate nanobubbles in different
solutions of water-soluble surfactants, mostly with negative results. It is now
obvious to me that surfactants need to be water insoluble to stabilize
nanobubbles, and this is supported by literature on bubbles as well as surface
chemistry. However, following this line it has also been found that some poorly
soluble surfactants tend to form particles rather than bubbles.
Syringe contamination & cavitation
It was accidentally discovered that water that had been in a certain type of
single-use plastic syringes would generate suspected nanobubbles. Water was
subsequently drawn in and out of a syringe repeatedly and passed through the
hydrodynamic cavitation device (see 5.1) according to standard protocol. NTA
measurements showed very low concentration of particles before cavitation,
but 108-109/ml particles of slightly below 100 nm size afterwards. Pressure
treatment at 20 bar did not change the size and concentration of the particles,
which were probably lubricant droplets from the syringes. Single-use syringes
are a well-known source of contamination. Presumably the cavitation broke
large (several µm) droplets into small fragments. Alternatively, extremely
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small droplets not detectable by NTA, adsorbed on the rapidly shrinking
microbubbles generated, where they agglomerated and coalesced.
Bubble generation in natural fresh and sea water
Based on the view that naturally occurring surfactants stabilize nano- and
microbubbles, which has indeed been reported by previous authors, samples of
natural water were collected for bubble generation. Clear sea water as well as
clear yellowish humic-rich fresh water from a forest stream was used. Bubble
generation was attempted by, among other things, probe sonication at the water
surface. The results were evaluated by NTA combined with pressure treatment,
as well as by H-NTA. No evidence of stable bubbles was found. The sonication
did however cause agglomeration of particles, which was also clearly visible
with a green laser pointer.
Bubble generation in tap- and humic rich fresh water was also attempted by
diffusing air through a ceramic membrane, which was a commercial product
for nanobubble generation. No evidence of stable bubbles were found by HNTA or NTA and pressurization.
These are only a small number of non-repeated experiments, but provide
another indication that stable bulk nano- and microbubbles is not a general
phenomenon, at least in high concentration.
Phospholipid-stabilized bubbles
Some experiments were made with probe sonication of phospholipid-based
liposomes. Since air was used as filling gas, the bubbles were not very stable
and relatively small concentrations were detected by H-NTA. The time from
sonication to measurement were at least 15 min, and air -filled phospholipid
bubbles are well known to have short lifetime.
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7 Conclusions and outlook
My original plan was to spend a first part of this project on establishing a
method to produce nanobubbles and a second part on exploring technical
applications for nanobubbles, but soon it became obvious that generation of
nanobubbles and unambiguous detection of them was not as straightforward as
some literature on the subject had led me to believe. The topic was therefore
gradually changed into developing nanobubble detection methods and
investigating nanobubble stabilization mechanisms.
Whereas plenty of industrial innovation has focused on mechanical methods to
generate nanobubbles, the bubble stabilization mechanism has been more or
less ignored. Based on the view that certain impurities in water are necessary
for stable nano- and microbubbles to form, finding the right way to control the
water chemistry is however more important than equipment design. In the field
of micro- and nanobubbles as contrast agents, lipid stabilized bubbles are
thoroughly studied and used commercially. However, it is a well-known fact in
this field that very high concentrations of lipids (several g/l) are necessary to
produce these stable bubbles. How much smaller concentrations of impurities
(<10mg/l) can stabilize nanobubbles and what these impurities are remains an
unresolved issue, and is an important topic for future research.
Three types of nanobubbles are well established, theoretically and
experimentally; lipid/surfactant/particle coated bubbles in the bulk of the
liquid, bubbles in pits and crevices on surfaces and on suspended particles,
bubbles on top of surfaces and large suspended particles. Several other
nanobubble models have been suggested, but besides theoretical objections, the
experimental results in this thesis do not support them.
Experimental results within this thesis showed that no stable nanobubbles are
formed in very pure water or salt solutions, provided all equipment is
thoroughly cleaned beforehand. Similar indications have been reported
elsewhere116, 184, 207. It could be argued that other bubble generation techniques
could have been more successful. However, if nanobubbles can be stabilized
by inorganic ions alone, or by the water structure at the air-water interface, then
it would be good evidence if nanobubbles were generated in a solution with
extremely low concentration of organic contaminants, preferably below 1 ppb.
Such low concentrations of organic substances can be quantified with TOC
(Total Organic Carbon) analysis. Mass Spectrometry can detect very low
concentrations but is not quantitative, and other methods generally lacks the
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necessary sensitivity. Furthermore, the bubbles need to be evidenced to be
bubbles with more than one appropriate method.
The dynamic equilibrium model, based on the automatic accumulation of gas
at hydrophobic surfaces of colloidal particles, is an interesting idea, although
the experimental results in this thesis do not support it. Gas accumulation at
hydrophobic surfaces is of importance for nanobubbles on surfaces and in
crevices, which gives the idea some merit. The present experimental evaluation
(paper III) has limitations, it may be that other bubble generation methods
and/or other types of nanoparticles are more suitable for generation of bubbles
stabilized by such a mechanism. It can also be speculated if the mechanism can
be combined with for example surfactant stabilization, which was not tested
here. Nevertheless, the model cannot be considered experimentally well
evidenced, and there is room for more work both theoretically and
experimentally. In its present form, the model predicts bubbles within a rather
limited parameter space, a valid model needs to predict bubbles within a wider
parameter space.
Many publications on nanobubbles report detection of nanobubbles only by
light scattering methods such as DLS and NTA. It is assumed that light
scattering nano-objects remaining after vigorous generation of microbubbles
are nanobubbles, but this is not with certainty the case. Oil droplets or solid
particles may be adsorbed on the shrinking microbubbles, agglomerated and
remain after the bubbles have dissolved. It may also be that microbubbles help
dislodge impurities from surrounding surfaces. It is possible, perhaps even
plausible, that remaining particle agglomerates have crevice bubbles between
the individual particles and that such entities are in fact particle/bubble
agglomerates. It would however be inappropriate to call such aggregates
“nanobubbles” if they are mostly made out of particles. Bubbles within such
entities would not necessarily be possible to detect with the two methods used
in this thesis (pressurization and holography), but would require other methods
of analysis to detect. Chemical analysis of oxygen contents is one possibility,
cavitation susceptibility is another.
Bubbles and dissolved gas in water is certainly an interesting topic with many
practical implications. Many interesting possibilities are being explored for
micro- and nanobubbles within the medical field. Industrially, positive effects
of “nanobubble generators” have been reported within for example flotation,
agriculture and aquaculture and environmental remediation. However, the
positive effects may not necessarily be due to stable bulk nanobubbles, but to
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increase in dissolved oxygen, generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), and
nucleation of crevice and surface bubbles on suspended particles. Furthermore,
the accumulation of gas at hydrophobic surfaces and the role of dissolved gas
for the hydrophobic attraction is a very interesting topic, which may be of
underestimated importance in surface chemistry.
Many methods have been suggested in the literature and demonstrated to
selectively detect nanobubbles and differentiate them from particles and
droplets102, 116, 124, 159, 169, 171, 185. Many of these methods have disadvantages.
They may be expensive, time-consuming, and in several cases do not produce
unambiguous results. We have established two practical and useful methods in
this project. The first is measurement of size and concentration with light
scattering methods, before and after exposure to high pressure. Bubbles are
expected to be destroyed by such treatment, whereas particles or droplets
remain unaffected. In this work, pressure treatment was shown to destroy 300
nm large surfactant stabilized bubbles, and pressure treatment to destroy
nanobubbles has also been reported by several other authors. It can be
considered a relatively established method. There are some minor concerns, the
method might itself nucleate bubbles, and there might be a possibility that it
can also dissolve slightly water-soluble oil droplets. These concerns should be
investigated further, to verify the method. Furthermore, measuring size while
simultaneously changing the pressure is a powerful method demonstrated
recently207, which deserves attention.
The second method is holographic nanoparticle tracking analysis (H-NTA),
using off-axis Digital Holographic Microscopy (DHM). DHM is not an
established method in the nano- and microbubble field, and it is today mostly
used for imaging of living cells – not submicron particles. Despite considerable
challenges, it is a method with great promise for the future, not only in the field
of live-cell imaging but also for the analysis of colloidal dispersions. Although
holographic tracking of submicron particles has been demonstrated before208,
using a different technique (inline holography), paper II is the first reported use
of off-axis DHM for this purpose. The lower size limit of 250-300 nm is a
considerable improvement, which we believe can be advanced further. As
opposed to today’s work horses in nanoparticle dispersion characterization,
such as DLS, NTA and flow cytometry, H-NTA provides information not only
about the size and number of particles, but also their refractive index and
thereby the composition of particles. As the refractive index of bubbles is lower
than that of water whereas virtually all solid materials and oils have a higher
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refractive index than water, bubbles can readily be differentiated from other
entities.
The technique is heavily dependent on digital computation capacity and the
analysis is currently quite time consuming. But with software optimization, for
instance by using deep learning, and the rapid development of parallel
computing hardware, H-NTA will become increasingly powerful and
competitive in the future.
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